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State legislators debate
drinking, drug use bills
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GraffitiI
Boredom, frustration
lead to expression

By THERESA BEALE
Drinking and drugs will be included In
legislative debate circles this year as the
General Assembly considers bills to raise the
drinking.age and prohibit drug paraphernalia.
Del. Warren Barry, R-Fairfax, has proposed
bills that would raise the drinking age from 18
to 19 and from 18 to 20. Bom have been
referred to the General Laws Committee for
further consideration. .
Prohibiting the manufacture, delivery or
possession of drug paraphernalia is the thrust
of a new bill drafted by Sen. Joe Canada, RVirginia Beach It is undergoing consideration
in the Courts of Justice Committee.
Barry's drinking bills are aimed at keeping
alcohol out of the high schools, according to a
legislative aide. "Many 18-year-olds are still
in high school, so the younger students can get
alcohol from their older friends," Nancy
Derby said
"If we raise the age one year at a time, it
wouldn't disenfranchise anyone at a particular
age," she said, adding that Barry is hoping for

some age increase to result from the two bills.
BARRY has introduced similar bills for the
past four or five sessions. Last year one of his
drinking bills was defeated by nine votes on the
house floor.
President Carter's suggestion for resumption of draft registration may hinder passage
of Barry's bills, Derby said, since many people
hold the contention that "if they're old enough
to fight, they're old enough to drink."
Del. John Rust Jr., R-Fairfax, has proposed
a bill that would return the drinking age to 21,
the minimum age before 1974.
Drug use among youth is the main concern
behind Canada's drug paraphernalia bill,
according to legislative aide Bruce Meadows.
' He's thinking about the 15 or 16-year-olds who
walk into the head shops with all the
psychedelic lights and marijuana t-shirts.
They might think it's glamourous to try
drugs,"he said.
(Continued on Page 4)' -

By DONNA SIZEMORE
For a good time call Debbie at 433-0000.
Cocaine Is a cheap disco thrill.
Join a fraternity; bay your friends.
_~ \ ■
Do you read the writing on the walls?
This is a sampling of graffiti found on university property
here.
According to Carl Ruff, supervisor of building trades at
James Madison University, it costs at least $1,000 a year to
clean graffiti from hallways, sidewalks and the sides of dorm
buildings only. The actual cost graffiti is difficult to estimate
because it is figured into the painting and housekeeping bills,
he said.
"Basically it's just another way to express how you feel,"
said Jon Mclntire of the counseling and student development
center at JMU. "
Mclntire cited three basic reasons why people engage in
writing graffiti.
Boredom often prompts students to write on desks, be said,
adding that this is why graffiti can often be found on desks in
classes with boring teachers. "If it's a good class, they're too
busy think A# and have no time to carve on 2^-Wtlk"
Mclntire said.
n*wtan

FRUSTRATION is another reason that sparks graffiti
writing. "Graffiti is a way of coping," Mclntire said. "People
are calling for help, saying, 'I'm ticked off at the world' or
'get me out of this situation'."
According to Richard Wettstone of the counseling and
student development center at JMU, this practice serves as
an emotional outlet "People do it to be heard,'.' he said.
Immaturity also causes people to write on things, Mclntire
said, adding that people from all walks of life engage in this
practice.
Most graffiti is found in male dorms, Ruff noted. *
Men are more likely to engage in graffiti than women,
Wettstone said, "It has something
to do with culture," he
said. "Women are more proper.,r
Wettstone admitted that he has written on walls on occasion. "I've wanted to many times," he said, adding that
many times he had no writing utensil and this stopped him.
"I ENJOY reeding what's written on John walls," Wettstone said.
Both Wettstone and Mclntire would like to see a graffiti
board placed on campus thus providing students with a place
to write their comments.
There are probably as many individual reasons for writing
on surfaces as there are comments placed on them.
According to Wettstone much of die graffiti found on walls
is sexual in nature. He attributes this to the atmosphere in
which it is written.
.
"When you're going to the bathroom, you're more! sensitive," he said.
"People write on walls as a means of public expression
with the security of not having to reveal their identity "
according to a JMU junior who frequently writes on walls in
Wilson Hall stalls.
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USE OF smoking accessories snch ssbongs
and pipes is the client's concern, net the

Kv Tr^V^sU

merchant's, according to Cloud a owner Jeff
Nemoytin.

9

Merchant of 'novelty items
questions validity of bill
By THERESA BEALE
Upon entering Cloud 9 on East Market
Street, one notices black light posters, t-shirts
and hats displayed on the left side of the store.
On the other side is a vast and colorful array
of bongs, pipes, rolling papers, vials and roach
clips. It's this side of the store that could get
owner Jeff Nemoytin in trouble if the General
Assembly passes a drug paraphernalia bill.
Sen Joe Canada, R-Virginia Beach, has
drafted a bill, prohibiting the manufacture,
delivery or possession of drug paraphernalia
and classifying such action as a Class I
misdemeanor. For Nemoytin, the only local
merchant dealing in such items, the bill would
mean clearing out half his store's merchandise.
"The whole point of the bill is that they are
trying to legislate products," Nemoytin said.
"We have no control over what people use
these things for."
NEMOYTIN prefers to label his smoking
accessories "novelty items" -instead..- of ^,'diug

paraphernalia" as termed in the senate bill
The way his clients use the items is not Ins
business, Nemoytin said, and the proposed
legislation is "a step backwards in the whole
realm of commerce."
"How can you regulate products when you
have no control over how people will use
them?"
Nemoytin opened Cloud 9 in 1977 after seven
years of offering one display case of smoking
accessories in the Body Shop, now located at
the corner of Main and East Market streets.
"It was an added source of income because
no one else was selling it," Nemoytin said.
Cloud 9 offered more room to expand
Nemoytin's business in both clothing and
smoking accessories.
Sales of the
paraphernalia have been good, he added.
Nemoytin is quick to note that drug
paraphernalia accounts foe 49 percent of Cloud
9's annual sales. Such items as water beds and
heaters, in addition to clothing items offered in
the store, make up the remaining revenue.
(Continued on Page 4;
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Concert security
provided by TKE
In leather Jackets—each
sporting a lone, earring—a
couple of bikers walked past
the white shirts and ties of the
Tau Kappa Epsilon security
workers and headed into
Godwin Hall to see the
Marshall Tucker Band.
For members of TKE, who
act as Godwin Hall security,
this particular concert could
have presented somewhat of a
problem "The bands we've
had so far this year have not
been the rowdy type. Marshall
Tucker is the kind that attracted the townies who tend
to be more rowdy then JMU
students," said Chris Cooke,
TKE security head.
One glance over the Godwin
Hall crowd confirmed Cooke's
prediction.
Even
the
popularity of the "Western
look " could not account for the
Ssat sea of cowboy hats and
nnel work shirts present in
the audience Sunday night.
But according to Cooke the
TKEs have everything under
control. "As long as we keep
people in their places,
everything will be alright."
" "We really don't have any
problems," Cooke said. "The
most we've ever had to do was
break up a fight or two. We
usually Just end up carrying
out drunks
who have
smuggled in a fifth." He noted
tha tthe moat concert security
trouble TKE ever had was last
year at the Molly HatchetOutlaw concert when the
crowd surged through the
door. "It took eight
of us to
keep them back r
TKE was given charge of
concert security five years
ago when the fraternity took
over the Job from another
organisation. A personal
arrangement was
made
between
former
TKE
memeber Kevin Sampson,

and UPB official Jack Arbogast. The TKEs were given
the job on a trial basis, Cooke
said, "and we've had it ever
since. We've just been doing a
good job."
The present arrangement
with Arbogast requires*) to 35
TKEs to be present at each
concert. TKE provides 10
people for concert set-up
which takes 45 minutes, 15
people work concert security,
and 12 people do clean-up. All
get to see a free concert while
earning 2.50 an hour.
The security efforts of the
TKEs. however may not be
enough to thwart those individuals
determined
to
defeat the system. "They
might have caught you
sneaking in with a gallon of
something," said one concertgoer, "but they would have
never caught you with a pint."
Another problem for the
TKE security crew is people
attempting to sneak into the
concert "People are'always
hanging around the stage door
acting like they're members
of the band, and people also
try sneaking in through the
fire doors " Cooke said.
One student claimed to have
snuck into Pablo Cruise,
Kenny Loggins, and Chuck
Mangione concerts. "It's like
beating the system: it's kind
of fun," one student said.
"They've got all those guys
out there trying to stop you,
but you do it anyway."
Cooke indicated that TKE's
power is limited. "We're told
not to hit anybody. The most
we can do is kick them out."
Up to this point, according
to Cooke, UPB has been
greatly satisfied wilth TKE's
concert security. "There's
alot of people after this job. I
hope things continue to go
smoothly.'
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SGA denies Honor Council funding request
By CINDY ELMORE
A request by the Honor
Council tor $52.25 in additional
convention
funding
was
rejected by the SGA at
Tuesday's Student Government Association meeting due
to discrepancies in the Honor
Council's monetary uses.
The same request was
denied by the finance committee last week.
An original request of $346
was granted in September to
send Kevin Rack, Honor
Council president, to a
national
leadership convention in Kansas City.
However, airfare had increased $84 between July,
when the ticket was ordered,
and October, when the ticket
was purchased. Rack said.

progress. The "Donald E.
Gardner Memorial Fund"
permits interest-free loam
from $100 to $800 for 90 days. A
total of $8,000 already has
been lent to 22 students,
Martin said

Rack, Bolander disagree on monetary uses
He explained that the ticket
couldn't be purchased in July
at the lower price because the
senate wasn't in session Rack
was unaware of the price
increase until after he
requested funding based on
the lower price, he said.
RACK TOLD the senate he
transferred $54 in SGA funds
for hotel accommodations to
the inflated plane fare, since
he stayed with relatives in
Kansas City..
However, SGA Treasurer
Jeff Bolander said Rack used
the $54 to stay in Washington
DCs Mariott Hotel the night

lUIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

before his flight. Funds for the
Mariott were not included in
the original SGA allocation.
Rack denied that the
Mariott expenses were paid
for by SGA funds. "The Honor
Council paid for that out of its
own budget. This is not an
SGA matter,'' he said, adding
that since the SGA originally
paid for the trip, it should pay
for all of it.
Without additional funding
from the SGA, the $52.25 will
have to come out of Honor
Council funds budgeted for
other areas, Rack said,
meaning the group probably
will return to the SGA for
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHHIIIIIHIIHHHIHH

GO FOR IT!
I

funding
semester.

requests

this

IN OTHER business, the
senate and executive council
endorsed a proposed General
Assembly bill. The bill would
prohibit any college or
university funds or student,
fees from being allocated to
any
politically-affiliated
student organization, excluding newspapers and
student governments.
Members of the SGA
executive council traveled to.
Richmond Thursday to testify
in favor of the issue before the
General Assembly.
SGA President Dave Martin
reported that a short term
student
loan
program,
recommended by last year's
student government, is now in

TAKE
ADVANTAGE
OFUS...

m

Schlitz makes it great.
Schlitz: the beer for the 80's

A
UNIVERSITY
pub.
planned for Friday and
Saturday nights in dining hall
one, could begin in two or
three weeks, said Robin
Lawrence, legislative vice
president. The SGA had anticipated that the University
Program
Board
would
provide programming for the
pub, however, UPB voted
Tuesday
night
against
providing the programming.
The senate approved three
bills and one bill of opinion.
Receiving approval was a
bill requesting contract dining
options for resident students.
Currently, resident students
are required to purchase a 21meal-a-week plan, while
(Continued on Page 7)

WE'VE GOT TIME ON OUR
HANDS AND WE'RE
GIVING IT
AWAY!

WINTER RATE
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* (Continued
Merchant
from Page 1)

Announcements ^ Legislators
Biology Seminar
There will be a Biology
Seminar at 4:00 p.m.,
Tuesday, in Burruss 314. The
speaker is William Lomg, a
graduate student in the
Biology Dept. at JMU. The
topic will be
Malate
Dehydrogenase Activity and
Isoenzyme Patterns During
Amphibian Metamorphisis.

Language Workshop
Cindy Eby, from the JMU
English Dept. will be giving a
Language workshop at 4:00
p.m., Monday, in the Purple
and Gold Room of Godwin
Hall. All members of the JMU
Women's Caucus and interested faculty are welcome.

SGA Booksale
The time to pick up your
money and-or books from the
SGA Booksale expired a week
ago. We will allow you one
more week grace period to
come by the SGA office as of
January 28—please
acknowledge promptly.

(Continued from Page i)
Smoking equipment,
cultivating kits, syringes,
vials—anything designed for
used with marijuana or a
controlled substance— would
be prohibited under Canada's
bill. Violation of the bill, if
passed, would constitute a
Class I misdemeanor.
CANADA'S bill may come
up for committee discussion
next
week.
Meanwhile
Canada's office has received
20 favorable replies to the
senator's 100 requests for
individual city councils'
support of the bill.
A shorter version of
Canada's bill has been
Koposed by Sen. Willard
oody, D-Portsmouth, and a
house bill prohibiting the sale
or distribution of drug
Kraphernalia to minors only
s been drafted by some
delegates.
Restricted use of student
fees is suggested in a bill
drafted by Del. John Buckley,
Fairfax. The bill says that no
student fees should be used for

\Nin an
£* INTER4CT
Oomputeri.
REGISTER FOR FREE APPLE
T-SHIRTS, A A 16K INTERACT
COMPUTER, TO BE GIVEN
AWAY SATURDAY
FEB. 2.

politically-oriented groups,
events or causes.
"It seems wrong for every
student to pay an activities fee
to get an education if the
activities fee goes to student
groups involved in the
political process, such as
campaigning and lobbying,"
Buckley said.
"If some students want to
engage in these activitiesana they should be able to—
they should do it on their own
time." he said.
"No individual student should have
to pay for someone else's
politics."
The Student Government
Association here has allocated
funds to a political cause-in
only one instance, according
to SGA treasurer Jeff
Bolander In 1976, $50 was
gven
to
the
Young
emocrats, College
Republicans and Young
Americans for Freedom to
cover losses suffered at a
presidential election party.
Buckley's bill has been
referred to the Education
Committee.

more expensive but not less
available.
"My theory is you have all
these lawyers making these
laws so if anyone gets busted
for having a controlled substance, and he has a used bong
or pipe, he gets nailed with
two Class I misdemeanors,"
he said. "It gives the lawyers
twice as much bargaining
power over the client.
The proposed bill is tackling
drug use in a backwards
direction—dealing with use of
accessories instead of the
drug itself, according to
Nemoytin.
"The best way to control pot
use is to legalize it, regulate it
and tax it...take all the
glamour out of it," he said.
"The fact that something's
illegal is what makes it
glamourous."
A local policeman told
Nemoytin recently when
discussing
the
drug
paraphernalia bill, "you've
got to start somewhere."

AND NEMOYTIN hesitates
to describe the "typical
client" of Cloud 9. "A wide
variety of people" visit the
store, he said, and he only
recognizes college students Of
they present a college i.d.
when writing a check.
"I have people who come in
only to buy clothes. They're
not at all interested in the
novelty items."
But even with a variety of
clients, passage of the
proposed bill—and the subsequent law taking effect July
1—would probably close Cloud
9, Nemoytin said.
"I could either have a giant
clearance sale or stay open
and become the test case, but
that would cost more than you
make selling this stuff for 10
years," he said.
Prohibiting the sale of
"novelty items" is futile,
Nemoytin said, because the
accessories would go on the
black market, making them
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MIDWAY
157 Warsaw Ave.
One block west of JMU's
Front Entrance 434-7948

To some lucky Tiffany Bride!
Register at any Tiffany's location
before drawing on April 15. No
purchase necessary.
"Virginia's Largest Selection of
Bridal Fashions"
NORFOLK
Military Circle Mall
461-1690
PETERSBURG
RICHMOND
Walnut Mall 3120 West Cary St
861-4140
355-4522
HAMPTON/NEWPORT NEWS
Newmarket North Mall
827-0390

Wofowt AEc 6 pk
Bitfbtteim & Bwcfc 16 t% am
(Xdmtwwim (2{>feA
1/4 keg Btutoeim
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1/4 keg

20 ft. tag si ice
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2.69
2.49
3.S9
16.95
13.95
1.19
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Bridal Show
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Minority committee
rejected by UPB

*
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ACCORDING TO McVay,
Shippensburg State College in
Pennsylvania has a minorities
affairs committee. "It took
about four years for the
committee to iron itself out
there," McVay said. "Here it
might take a year, or never
work at all." «j,
"But knowing it works
there, I'd like to see it work
here," she added

By TRICIA FISCHETT1
By a unanimous decision,
the University Program
Board's executive council has
voted against establishing a
minority affairs committee.
The executive council
decided that blacks should be
treated equally, but not
specially, Suzanne McVay,
UPB chairman, said. The
council voted that the UPB
would be more effective when
working as a whole, McVay
said, adding,"we don't want
reverse discrimination."
As proposed by McVay in
November, the purpose of the
minorities affairs committee
would have been to "work
with the special events and
dance, film, concerts and
coffeehouse committee
chairmen,
in
scheduling
events that are recommended
by the minority affairs groups
on campus and to attend any
and all minority affairs
meetings on campus."
The proposal was kept in
discussion until the executive
council voted Jan. 15.

60% On Sale
(That's 40% Off on
Fall and Winter
Merchandise)

No major concert by a black
artist has been scheduled at
James Madison University
since George Benson's appearance in the spring of 1977.
McVay said that recent
attempts to book "Kool and
the Gang" and "Shiek" fell
through because the bands did
not have other concert
bookings
near
the
Harrisonburg area.
The
group
"Mother's
Finest" has been scheduled to
appear at JMU on Feb. 7 in
coordination with
Black
Emphasis month. The group
last appeared at JMU in 1978.
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New Spring Fashions Arriving Daily
Hours: Mon.-Thurs 10 am-6 pm
Fri & Sat. 10 am- 9 pm

Visit Any Center And See For YounoH
Why We Make The Difference

51 Court Square Village Downtown 434-8009
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(MM) 28^3414
5001 W. Broad SI. Suite 17
Richmond. VA 23230

SPRING MCAT

88 Carlton St.
H'burg, Va.
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GET THE
THIRD FREE
offer good on
our original
Fish &Chips
offer expires
reu.
7ou;
Feb.1,1980

New York Style Pizza

--Large
Cheese
1 topping
__r

"BUY TWO ,

LSAT CLASSES IN

*Best Prices in Town*

^Students don't forget your ID is good for
-t r

' TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193*

mm

Sun-Thurs-11-9
Fri-Sat-11-ia

not be good on coupon items below)

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

CHARLOTTESVILLEI

. #\b

We are something else.

I

4

Small

4.00— —-3.50—
2.75
4.75— —4.25—-. —3.25

~2 Toppings'—"'"" '" 5:56—

3 Toppings (or more)

Medium

"625—

5.00— — - —8^S
M°~

*-25

.55 a slice (plus .15 a topping)

50' OFF

STEAK SUBS $1.70 plus extra for topping

A Fish & Chips
Meal includes
Fish & Chips ,
cole slaw and
regular soft drink
offer expires
Feb. 1,19801

50c Off Any Pizza with coupon
Offer expires Feb. 28
offer expires
Feb.l, 1980

GIRO'S EASY CARRY OUT
778 E. Market
- Tuesday-Thurs. 11:00 - Midnight
Friday - Saturday 4 Monday 11:00 -1 am

*-
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REVERSIBLE
. WRAP
SKIRTS

Miller Beer 12 oz. cans Reg. & Lite}
,
6pk. 1.99
•

*

Coca Cola 8 pk.

OFF

NOW ONLY

,

M $

M

I0 - I6

plus deposit .99

Ann Page Vegetable, Chicken
Noodle, Vegetable Beef Soup
10oz.All.00
Zesta Saltines 1 lb. pkg.

. 69

Ann Page Grape Jelly 24 oz.

. 69

C£ MCIMY
OUTLET

433139*
47 COURT SQUARE

(r'fktiQualityFoihlon* . AfGr^sovtaj.

OPEK DAILY TIL 5:30

Peter Pan Peanut Butter
Creamy & Crunchy 18 oz 1.29
Lay's Potato Cnips 7.5 oz.

.69

A

Yukon Club Drinks 28 oz.
(all variety) 3 11.00

1

/

VJ

Ann Page Frozen Pizza Cheese, «(
Sausage, & Pepperoni 12 oz.pkg.99
■

Lynden Farms 's French Fries
Reg. I Crinkle 2 lb. pkg. 211.00
Kraft American Cheese Slices
16 oz. 1.79
*

<■

A & PAH Meat Franks lb.

1.29

Smithfield Bacon lb.
Piece Liverwurst lb.
Chickens Chicken Legs lb.

.69 \

Beale's Sausage lb. w /coupon .69
7b find a mountain you've never skied
before and carve your own path out of
the snow. You go for it.
Making the most of now
From the Hie you live to the deer you
drink. And since 1849. the beer that
makes the most out of life is Schlitz.

Temple & Florida Oranges 10/1.00
Yellow Onions 5 lb.
Cucumbers

Schlitz makes it great.
»W<* * 1* >V^V»* '"W'^tVyW* IW^iWl ■—*p^H". r.**i

Lettuce

.79
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THE MARK* IT
Featuring

TOPS FOR EVERYONE
From Fashion Tops to T-shirts
(long & short sleeve)

1.:

to a 14-meal contract would be
about $50 a semester, be said.

Specializing In Transfers
-lettering and numbering
-Greek lettering
-custom printing
NOW INTRODUCING: Night Shirts - Soccer Shirts
XXL & XXXL T-Shirts
Create Your Own T-Shirt Design from Any:
Photo

10-9 MOn. - Sat.

(Continued from Page 3)
commuter students have five
contract
options,
Mark
Davison, food service advisory committee chairman
told senators.
"Food Services knows
that not everybody will eat all
the meals they pay for,"
Davison said. The savings to a
resident student who switched

Drawing
Album Cover
. color or blk./wht.

SENATORS ALSO approved a bill requiring
changes to the bylaws of the
SGA constitution to be posted
one week after the proposal
comes out of committee
before being voted on by the
senate.
A bill appropriating $1000 to
the Emergency Student Loan

SKI
RENTALS

Clipping

434-4824 Located in Valley Mall

WERNER'S

Party Package Store

Complete
Ski Rentals I

Thur. - Sat.

m

915 S. High St. 434-6895
Notary ServiceJill Werner Campus Rep.

SKIS, BOOTS,
& POLES
Day $8.00
Night $4.50
at

Michelob "World's Finest"

2.29

Budweiser & Natural Light Brew For You

1.99

AAoosehead Canadian Import Brew

2.99

WOODY'S
SPORTS
WORLD

Busch Premium "Refreshing & Smooth" 12 pk

3.99

in Valley Mall

Blatz "Premium Brew since 1851"

1.69

433 - 2244

Schlifz Malt Liquor The Bull

1.99

Blue Ribbon Longnecks Bar Bottles- Case 24
Budweiser & Busch Premium Longnecks case 24
Stroh's Longnecks "Half Quarts" case 24

5.89
7.19
6.99

Keg Room Specials
FREE ICE FREE ICE FREE ICE
Blue Ribbon Prem since 1844 7'/> gal
OLd Milwaukee Party keg 714 gal
Budweiser "Brew for you" 7Vi gal
Busch & Bud 15 gal FREE ICE
Free Ice with Party Kegs 2.00 Value

12.95
13.95
16.95
26 95
-

Part-time help needed - Weekends
COMPARE PRICES AND SAVE
fe!.»:*
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fund was approved by senate
and executive council.
Bolander reported that
"about $6,000" remains in the
SGA contingency account, and
the SGA has received more
than $25C in bad checks for
last month's used booksale.
Mark Kline proposed a bill
of opinion supporting the

Senate appropriates $1,000

And Other Accessories

Slide

•SGA

- ^'♦'ii ■ ■ w,n»w« 9 ■

establishment of a religious
center on campus for all
faiths. The senate approved
the bill, but defeated another
bill of opinion by Kline
requesting that recognition by
the Commission on Student
Services
be
the
only
requirement
for
an
organization's membership in
the Ecumenical Council.
The Ecumenical Council
currently
requires
its
members to accept the
Apostle's Creed.
FRANK Fleming,
representing
a
Jewish
organization forming at JMU,
told senators that his group is
concerned they will have to
request permission from the
Ecumenical Council to use the
religious center proposed for
the basement of Converse
Hall.
Dean of Students Dr. Lacy
Daniel added, "Each group
can seek recognition (through
the Commission on Student
Services) on the basis of
whatever tenets or beliefs it
establishes for that particular
group. That is independent of
the use of the space in Converse Hall, which will be
administered by the Student
Activities Office and will be
open to all groups."
Four new proposals were
presented and sent to committees for consideration.
Jeb Ramsey proposed the
SGA request television station
WVPT to install a large sign to
prevent
students
from
parking in the station's
parking lot He also proposed
the elimination of hazardous
ground conditions On the west
end of Greek Row's building
A.
Mark Davison requested a
$575 allocation to send the
Rugby Club to the "National
Mardi Gras Rugby Tournament," and Bob Stetekhib
proposed that Salad's Plus
offer
more
beverage
variations.
*****
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Marshall Tucker

*

Bands energy peaks in Godwin Hall
By MIKE SHUTTY
"Are you reedy for a good
time tonight?"
Marshall
Tucker's vocalist questioned
enthusiastically.
His
reception was instantaneous
and drowning sending him
stumbling backwards a few
steps from the astounding
force, and then, regaining his
composure, he screamed,
"then we gonna have a good
time tonight."
With that Marshall Tucker
exploded into action bringing
its brand of southern, countryrock to thousands of eager
James Madison University
students and locals in Godwin
Hall last Sunday night.
They needed no warm-up.
Guitarist Toy Caldwell simply
flung himself into the opening
riff of their popular hit, "Fire
On The Mountain," and from
that point on the energy
peaked to an apex and
remained there for the
duration of the evening. The
audience
cheered
in
recognition as Doug Gray
sang out the first vocals-it has
been three years since their
last J.M.U. gig, but it didn't
take long for Marshall Tucker
to reclaim its numbers. The
local fans were spellbound
'from the onset
Sporting wide-brimmed, 10galfon hats, both the Caldwell
brothers, Toy on guitar and
Tommy on bass, ali|
themselves face, to face
against a desert-setting backdrop churning out countrywestern
sounds
in
a
rock'n'roll fashion.
The effect had the crowd
standing on their chahrs
whooping out rebel yells.
Each selection was loaded

with sizzling guitar licks
juiced up with twangy arpeggios providing a rhythmic
counterpoint. Tommy
Caldwell leaped from country
fifths to fast rockable walking
bass patterns- the blend was
optimal.
"WHEN TOY starts a lead,
that's usually when we start
our jamming; the dynamics of
the band changes each night.
Toy doesn't play the same
lead twice," drummer Paul
Riddle explained later. "We
hist improvise 'cause we
improvise,"he laughed.
' Marshall Tucker gave a
broad sampling of then* many
hits including an extended
jam-out version of their early
favorite, "RarnWin' " which
showcased much of the band's
fine
musicianship
and
professionalism.
Guitarists
Toy Caldwell and George
McCorkle traded licks on their
sunburst Gibson guitars while
Jerry Eubanks demonstrated
hut smooth proficiency on a
variety of saxes and flutes in a
style that seemed purely jazz.
In a traumatic ending, singer
Doug Gray carried his voice
through an octave of vibratoes
which demanded a heavy
applause. '
"Everyone in the band is
wide open-that's what is so
fun about it. I go one minute
from a western swing to a
funk jazz type thing and I'm
really open to a straight ahead
rock mint also," Riddle
commented. "We do get to
have a lot of fun trying different styles on stage/' he
added.
"On stage its great," Riddle
continued, "I start warming
and going through the

motions and by the time we
are introduced the adrenaljn
takes over-its exciting when
the lights go down; it's always
the same thrill as the first
time," he said.
One of the definite highpoints of the concert was the
emotionally charged blues,
"Can't
You liee,"
a
prerequisite for any Marshall
Tucker showing. Toy Caldwell
assumed a vocalist role while
catering specially to the
audience by making what
resulted in an explosive
alteration in the lyrics:
Gonna catch a freight train
All the way to Harrisonburg
Ain't a never coming back
"I've
always
enjoyed
college crowds. It's more
relaxed. That's why we come
back and play colleges. We
had a ball at J.M.U. Ft was a
lot of fun," Paul Riddle
commented after the show.
In general Marshall Tucker
was incredibly tight and
organized: the show was well
structured as a whole in that
the slower numbers were
mixed in appropriate spots
between the more energetic
tunes. It flowed smoothly.
This stems from the band's
longevity,
having
been
together with the same
members since the early
70's. In fact, they have
known each other since
boyhood-the success story is
a long one.
"We knew each other in
grammar school. Everyone
was }r mm ingulf* and on by
about the tenth grade in
various
bands."
Riddle

Photo by Greo Manes

TOY CALDWELL
of
Marshall Tucker

a.
looking back. We didn't forsee
it then, but we finally got it
together, and it was serious.
We wanted to write our own
Marshall tucker's first gig
was in a drive-in. on the back
of a flat-bed truck. About that
time they realized, "gosh, we
don't even have a name for the
band." Oddly enough during a
rehearsal, one of the band
members found a key with a
tag on it which read, "Marshall Tucker," and from that
time on, they went under that
name making it into a
nationally known symbol of
their music.
"We've had our sad times
and our doubts, but it was a
dream come true," Riddle
continued. "One time I
remember the band members
getting two cents a piece, and
we had two in our road crew
we gave them a penny a
piece," Paul laughed, "then
we played this small club and
we naq to borrow enough to

buy a quart of liquor. Yes, it
took a long time/'
DESPITE THEIR vibrant
stage presence and their
nationwide acclaim, Marshall
Tucker prefers to reside in the
peaceful surroundings of their
hometown,
Spartensburg,
S.C., with their families and
friends. Currently they tour
only on weekends due to their
extensive studio work in
preparation for their soon to
be released tenth album to
simply titled "10."
After three encores to a fast
paced and rather short show,
Marshall Tucker bid the
unrelinquishing
crowd a
spirited good night, concluding a fine concert The
only criticism of the night can
be attributed to the opening
act, "Willie Oz" whose brief IS
minute unprofessional and
unentertaining display served
only to increase the audience's thirst for the headlining
Marshall Tucker Band.

recalls. "It's funny now.

Photo by Gr«g Mants

THE MARSHALL TUCKER BAND performed before a packed house la JMU's
Godwin HaU Sunday algtU. ABOVE: Toy and

*J

Tommy Caldwell rock out during an extended
Jam. AT RIGHT: Lead vocalist Doug Gray
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Getting ready
for the great escape
a

Tripping to Florida
Pages 2, 3

A travel guide
Pages 4, 5
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for invasion of body tanners
Bv CINDY ELMORE
look out Florida, the college students are coming!
By bus, train, plane, car and thumb, college students
from Minnesota to,New Hampshire hoard the sunbaked-shores of Daytoha Beach and Fort Lauderdale
for an escape from books and studies.1'
"College students want to get away to a place
where it's warm for the short period of time they
have Out West, everyone goes to Palm Springs;
here, everyone goes to Florida," said Faith Wilson of
Travel Counsellors Inc. of Harrisonburg. '
Unfortunately, the beaches and bikinis are not
close From HarrisOnburg, a 13 to 15 hour drive is
required to get to DaytonaBeach, and a 20 to 22 hour
drive to get to Fort Lauderdale—thejullege student
capitals for spring vacation.
,
However, the long trip need not be all monotony,
even if one is driving the distance straight through.
To make "the trip more enjoyable, riders are encouraged to take turns .driving, get plenty of sleep
before the trip and to take books, cards or small car
games to pass the time when not driving. A radio or
tape player is a must, as well as pillows and snacks,
and if available, a CB radio is a smart safety addition.
Travelers may take advantage of the many
sightseeing stops along the route to Florida if not in a
great hurry to get there.
For the less budget-minded, flights leave
Washington DC. several times daily for direct
service to separate'locations in Florida. Travel time
is onlv about two and one-half hours.
SupersaVer excursion flights can run as low as $175
round-trip, Wilson said, adding that these flights may
be completely booked months in advance.
"It's not too early to start planning in November or
December," she added. "Even a year in advance is
not too soon. Iii and around Disney World, hotels-are^
sold out two weeks in advance of spring break."
Wilson stressed that under no circumstances,
should anyone go to Miami, Fort Lauderdale or
Daytona Beach - for spring break without hotel
. reservations.
However, some hotels can and do legally turn

i

■

-

-•i.
college students away when rooms are
available, and
nearly all charge an additional $25 damage deposit
fee upon arrival.
."
Many hotels raise their rates for the two-to-three
week spring break period, she added: knowing the
college students will pay to stay. .
* For students wanting a-'spring break at Florida'
beach vacation spot that is not as teeming with other
students, the Sunshine State offers plenty of options
Along the west coast are Madeira Beach. St.
Petersburg, Sarasota, Treasure Island. Fort Myers
Beach and the Everglades .
The east coast boasts Cocoa Beach, Merritt Island,
Palm Beach and Key Biscayne,
The trip to Florida would not be complete without
seeing at least one or two.tourist attractions of the
hundreds that Florida has to offer. Some suggested
sights include the following:
" Walt Disney World, Lake Buena Vista;
Spongeorama, St. Petersburg; Sunken Treasure,
Cape Canaveral; Tom Sawyer Motor Vessel Tour; St.
Petersburg; Aquatarium and Zoological (gardens, St.
Petersburg; Gatorland Zoo, Orlando; Potter's Wax
Museum, St. Augustine, Tussaud London Wax
Museum, St. Petersburg; Sarasota Bonsai Gardens,
Sarasota; Warm Mineral Springs, Venice;^Citrus
Tower, Clermont, US 27; Stephen Foster Memorial,
White Springs; Weeki Wachee, North of Tampa;
Cypress Gardens, Cypress Gardens; Tiki Gardens,
Indian Shores; Six Gun Territory Silver Springs;
Monkey Jungle, South of Miami, Circus Hall of
Fame, Sarasota; Sea World, Orlando; Busch Gardens, Tampa; Alligator Farm, St. Augustine; Parrot
Jungle, Miami; Marineland, between Daytona
Beach, St. Augustine; Early American Museum,
Silver Springs; Sunken Gardens, St. Petersburg
Bellm's Cars and Music of Yesterday, Sarasota:
Everglades Wonder Gardens; Bonita Spri ngs; M iami
Serpentariurh, Miar .i, Miami Seaquarium, Miami;
Baron Fun Frite's Castle, Daytona; Lion Country
Safari, West Palm Beach; Mystery Fun House,
Orlando; Ocean World, Ft. Lauderdale; Ripley's
Believe It or Not Museum, St. Augustine; Star's Hall
of Fame, Orlando; Wet n Wild, Orlando.
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shore, there are several noticeably warmer than St.
popular beaches. Clearwater Petersburg and its weather
and St. Petersburg Beach are and vegetation is tropical,
the two most well-known, similar to Palm Beach and Ft.
while Treasure Island and Lauderdale.
k
Madera Beach offer a bit
All of these resort areas are
more isolation for the beach near state
parks
and
jogger or fisherman.
. recreation
regions
that
In additon to beaches, there facilitate camping and hiking
are several attractions in the
A relatively inexpensive,
area
for
daytime' en- ' yet very comfortable way to
tertainment.
lodge on the Gulf coast is- to
A'younger crowd travels rent a beach house with a
about 100 miles south of St. large group of people. The
Petersburg to Ft. Myers kitchen saves money on dining
Beach and the Captiva and expenses and the space is a
welcome -change to ^ small
hotel reomr 41oweverT as-wrtft
hotels, reservations should be
made with a realtor well in
•advance.
St. Petersburg is an 18 to 20
hour drive, about 950 miles
from
Harrisonburg. .The
quickest route is along the
interstate highways. Follow
Interstate 81 south about 160
miles to Route 77 south. In
Columbia, S.C„ briefly take
Route 20 west to Route 26 east.
Follow Route 26 to Interstate
95 south. At Daytona Beach,
connect with Route 4 west to
St Petersburg.
For additional information
about the Gulf—coast— of~
Florida, write the Florida
Department of Commerce,
Tallahassee. Fla., 32304.,
Seven-mile.
Bridge
0 \

morning to avoid lQQgiines of
automobiles and waiting to
get tickets for shows.
St. Petersburg has become
an • increasingly
popular
retirement location for the
elderly. Therefore, the area is
geared for a calmer crowd.
But there are nightclubs and
beaches that make the area a
refreshing vacation spot, f
Together, the two cities offer
an abundance of nightlife,
from restaurants to nightclubs.

The Sunken Gardens, a
By KEVIN MILDER
tropical jungle and tropical
The warm, sunny breezes
bird sanctuary, is in St.
.blowing clusters of palm trees I Petersburg. A Busch Gardens
along Florida's east coast can
with an African continent
also be found on the west
theme is located inland in
coast. The two ocean fronts
Tampa. Disney World in
are similar in many respects
Orlando, is just two hours
But there is a quiet, more
away from St. Petersburg.
relaxed atmosphere along the
Disney World is a vacation
Gulf coast that separates it
in itself that requires at least
from its Atlantic counterpart.
two days to visit. The various
Gulf coast resorts like St.
shows, exhibits, rides and
Petersburg, Sarasota. and
amusements are entertaining
Fort Myers don't attract
to people of all ages. Those
th&ngs of college students.
who go to Disney World should
While the weslcoasLis
cts
all
ages,
■nn{ it ft
offering relaxation for some
and entertainment for others.
The large waves and sandy
water that characterize the
Atlantic coast are missing on
the Gulf side. The water is
calmer, and thus inviting to
windsurfers and sailors. And
some of. the most beautiful
shells in the world can be
found in the southern section
of the Gulf coast, near Ft.
Myers and Sanibel Island.
x There are several resorts
along the southern Gulf shore,
that are attractive,
^_
St. Petersburg, the largest
resort on the west coast, is
: situated approximately lWT
miles north of Ft. Lauderdale.
It borders Tampa, a primarily
Bridging the
business-oriented city. V.
■
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oring fish and coral in underwater world *
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By GRACE McCRACKEN
*
Kicking.slowly against the current, my diving
buddy and I skimmed over" the exposed ribs of the
wrecked ship seeking signs of moray eels poking
through the hidden tunnels of the discarded vessel
The underwater visibility was about 100 feet, but
. this huge, sunken ship was longer. Its 175-foot length
disappeared into, the blue expanse beyond our sight.
For a sailor, the wreck would be a sad sight. Once a
large and powerful ammunition ship, the Benwood
was torpedoed by a German submarine during naval
warfare off the Florida Keys in World War II.
But for a Scuba diver, the Benwood represents the
.home of countless tropical fish that crowd the
wrecks every plank, bulkhead and twisted beam
These tropical fish also attract the larger car. nivorous fish such as barracuda, eels, groupers,-and
a 12-foot hammerhead shark we spotted last vear
Scuba diving is like entering an alien world. The
silent but teeming environment offers a new world of
excitement as divers discove'r the wonders of the
ocean.
The closest, most ideal ocean diving is found in the
Florida Keys at Camp Pennekamp Underwater State
Park just off Key Largo In 1960. 75 square miles of
ocean was designated as a state preserve io protect
the underwater coral reefs and tropical fish. Since
then. Camp Pennekamp has become a divers
paradise; where more than 300,000 people everv year
enjoy the beauty of the ocean in its natural setting.
The underwater park is located from three to 11
miles from shore, and follows an arc running parallel
to Key Largo, about 58.miles southwest of Miami and
101 miles northwest of Key West.
- At Camp Pennekamp. the* reefs offer divingfrom-20
to 100 feet in depth along coral reefs and wrecks. The
reefs are known by their discriptive names such as
- Molasses, French, Chicken and Hens. Elbow.
Pickles, and the Benwood Wreck
Each reef has its own personality, Molasses and
French reefs are,shallow dives of about 35jfeet and
are known for Their abundant quantity of Irefical fish
thflthang in clouds hovering just abo'vf the sand and
coral French reef is noted for its caves and tunnels
Although the Benwood wreck has fewer tropical
fish, it s deeper than Molasses and French reefs The
wreck also features large basket sponges along its
slooping remains, and larger fish such as grouper,
stingrays, sea turtles and an occassional hammerhead shark. .
The Christ of Abyss statue stands in about 30 feet of
water at the Carysfort reef Although fish arescarce,
' the statue stands among massive formation^ of brain
coral
The coral reefs all are covered.with sea life,
ranging from the tiny, pink-tinged •Christmas tree
wormf that instantly shrink intojninute shells when
touched, to the staghorn coral that stands like forests
aiong the coral ridges. Sea fans constantly sway-back
and forth in the current as thin.stick-like trumpet fish
dart through the.undergrowth
Along with schools -of harmless angel fish and

impressive formations of coral and sponge, diversare aware of the dangers of the ocean depths
Although they rarely'see sharks, divers continually
watch for them. A local-seasoned diver who has been
diving in the Florida Keys for over 15 years, has
spotted only one shark, a hammerhead last ■iummer
off French Reef
Those who dive off the Keys quickly accept the
constant attention of .the barracuda. These curious
fish, usually ranging from two-to-six feet long, have
angry faces and jaws that disconnect to reveal up to
six rows .of teeth.
Small schools of barracuda tend to circle above
divers. But occasionally, a barracuda comes down,
hovering just above the sand watching the divers as
they explore; the coral.
... <
Although annoying and fascinating at the same
time, barracuda are avoided by most divers
Barracuda do not bluff. If-teased or attacked, they do
not'back away. Other dangers divers watch fop^are fire coral and
sea urchins. Beth sting and ac/ prolific along the

Photo by Hank Ebart

School of tropical fish hovers above Benwood wreck
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reefs The orange-red color of fire coral is eas'ily ,
recognized and avoided. Sea urhins are usually
tucked into cracks and crannies among the coral and
are" recognized by their long spines.
Scuba divers are not the only ones who can enjoy
the coral reefs along Uie Florida Keys. Non-divers
can snorkel from the dive, boats, and in shallow water
they can see the bright coral and,fish from the surface
Diving in the Keys costs from $16 to $25 for a twotank dive with each tank lasting from 45 to 60
minutes. Most are half-day trips and include two reef
locations, both depending on the skill of the diver.
The cost is reduced when diving with a group. Most
students coordinate dive trips with thew local dive shop
to take advantage of group rates.
The average water temperature is in the low 70s'in
the winter and high 80s during the summer Most
divers wear wet suit tops while diving. Gloves are: •
optional/but usually worn to protect the hands from
the coral.
. ,
Rental gear is available at most Florida dive shops.
It includes air, tanks, regulators, buoyancy compensators and depth guages. Dive shops and boat...
captains require divers to hold national dive card
certification
For those with a little extra money, a night dive
offers a totally different approach to the coral reefs.
The boat usually leaves the dock at sunset, arriving
at the reef just after dusk. After donning their diving
gcur uatLcheOnngllie uHTei wdiei llgiilsVdweW leap—
off the stern to sink into a blacYvbid •
The beam of the artifical lights picks up glowing
eyes of fish flashing off their shiney fins, Brilliant.
reds and blues among the coral are enhanced by the
light, and silhouetted against the coral wall
Brown sea urchins turn a brilliant white at night
and slowly abandon their hiding places covering the
i ocean floor. Both- lobsters and urchins have
flourescent orange eyes that look like jewels scattered along the dark landscape
The big fish come out at night. They move in closer
to the reef, feeding off the smaller fish. Divers
usually stay together, swimming in groups of four or
more and stay closer to the. anchor line under the
boat.
Cave diving is also an adde^attraction in the
Florida reefs, The coral reefs WnHain valleys and
channels that hide hundreds of ..caves.
Cave divers scour the surface of the coral and
crawl through caves searching for the hidden eels,
crabs and lobsters.
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Surviving Florida

How to avoid hunger and sunburn pains
By SUSAN TERPAY
As
James
Madison
University students prepare
to make a dramatic move outof-doors from subliminal
temperatures into fresh air,
sunshine, and rounds of
partying, some sunning and
eating guides should be
followed.
For many students, the
major goal of their trip will be
to return to JMU bronzed by a
week in the sun. There are
some
easy,
preventive
measures that should be
exercised to avoid sunburn.
Experts suggest the best
way to tan is to begin with 15
to 25 minutes the first day and
gradually increase the time
by a few minutes each day.
Check the labeling of the sun
tanning products you buy.
Some manufacturers now
number their products between two and 15 which gives
an estimate of bow much
longer a person can stay in the
sun and remain protected.
For example, if a person
stays in the sun 15 minutes the
first day, and the product used
has a sun factor of sue, the
formula is 6 x 15 for a total of
90 minutes of tanning
protection.
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Count the time spent in the
water as time in the sun since
the sun's rays penetrate
water. Check with a doctor if
any medication is bein&taken
while in the sun. Antibiotics,
water pills, sugar substitutes,

sulfa drugs, tranquilizers,
antihistimines and others may
cause
a
photo-sensitive
reaction.
Over exposure to the sun's
ultraviolet rays will damage
and dialate blood vessels,

turning your skin red, causing
a loss of body heat and chills.
Get covered and stay covered
as soon as possible.
Sunburn pain begins two to
eight hours after being burned
and increases for 24 hours,

disappearing two days later.
__Pain can be relieved by
soaking in a tub of water or
applying wet, cool compresses
and talcing aspirin. Cold
cream on burned areas will
will relieve some of the pain.
Tight budgets and a lack of
cooking facilities results in a
reliance on fast foods. fSut
many junk-food favorites are
laden with calories. A slice of
Kizza has about 153 calories;
ot dog with bun, 323; ham
and cheese sub, 994; taco, 195.
Veteran travelers advise
eating one meal a day and
snacking to save money and
cut calories. Choose cheese
and cracker combinations and
peanut butter crackers instead of pastries, since the
former have more protein and
fewer calories.
Candy with nuts or peanut
butter should be chosen over
candy without nuts in some
form as nuts are nutritious.
However, potato chips "^nd
pretzels provide more protein
and vitamins with fewer
calories than candy bars.
If the stomach feels the need
for something substantial, a
good meal in an established
restaurant might revitalize
the digestive system.

/

A time for relaxation...
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Your biology notes are tucked away in suite B303 of
Dtenberry. Midterms are over and all that remains of
James Madison University is the memory of the bon
voyage grain party.
It is spring break and you have embarked on the
vacation adventure of your life. Geared with suntan
oil and meager finances, a week of free time lies
before you.
Nerves have been tight and tension has mounted,
but now the time for relaxation has come. Relaxing is
like everything else, to be successful it takes
motivation and desire.
The number one rule to follow when attempting to
relax during spring break is to leave your troubles
behind. Concentrate on yourself. That ■ 10,000-word
term paper on the organic composition of the fruit fly
must wait. To crowd your mind with thoughts of
school work is an unforgivable vacation sin.
Lie on the sand and absorb the solar energy. Swim
in the crystal waters like the sea life. Have you ever
seen a tense sea bass? Sip pina coladas at the night
spots. Disco dancing is even an acceptable outlet lor
free time. But, do not spend those precious bits of
vacation time worrying about unfinished business.
Reading a good book, not because you have to but
because you want to, is an excellent relaxation
technique. You can travel to Paris without ever
leaving the-U.Sv, or-apiral into the next century with
science fiction or even travel back into history with a
good novel.
Pamper yourself and relaxation follows naturally.
Do not take an alarm clock along. Precious, uninterrupted slumbering is a rare commodity during the
semester. Why bother denying yourself the opportunity to pick up a few, well-deserved extra winks
of sleep? If excitement is making it difficult to sleep,
try a glas*j|f wine. Most people find this technique
much morfmiccessful than counting sheep, and it is
certainly nhore fun.
Exercise\qan also aid in relaxing. You have not
live ' until, i go jogging on the beach at sunrise.
the scenery alone is a relaxing ex
Just viewi
perience.
Meditatk and yoga also help the relaxation
process, if' you happen to be into physiological
relaxation.
Diet has an effect on how well a person can relax.
Coffee and colas are not good beverages to drink if
relaxation is the desired end. TV iffeine in both will
keep you wound up, not wound tiown. If coffee is a
must, drink decaffeinated brand;.

If Florida happens to be your vacation spot, try
freshly squeezed orange juice from the Sunshine
State. This also makes an excellent mixer for drinks.
Remember, you put a lot of effort info your class
work. Put just as much effort into enjoying yourself.
Spring break only comes once a year. Take full advantage of the oppotunity.

Vacation in Florida
sponsored by UPB
a

•

By TERESA CAVINESS
For over 50 James Madison University students,
the annual jaunt to Florida won't include the long
drive others will face.
Those students are taking advantage of the
University Program Board-offered Springbreak '80
Fort Lauderdale Beach package, one of four trips
sponsored this year by UPB, according to coordinator Madaleine Flaherty.
Three "packages" were offered by UPB, all
featuring air transportation to Florida and offering
either inland or beach accomodation, and car service
for those who stay at inland hotels.
Unlimited mileage for one week's use ot a rented
car was featured by two packages with a $300,000 nofault insurance policy, Flaherty said. Students will
pay for their own gas.
After arriving in Florida, all of the students will
either pick up their cars at the airport or be transported^ to their hotels by chartered buses.
A cruise, restaurant discounts, and V.I.P. cards
will be provided for all of the guests on the tour The
V.I P. cards will be the students' tickets into such
places as Flanigan's, where happy hours will be held
every day with reduced rates.
Most of the students will be housed in quad occupancy accomodations. However, spaces were
available for double or triple occupancy
The prices ranged from $284 to $304 for each person
for a quad occupancy situation, with rates increasing
to nearly $400 for some double and tirple occupancy
packages.
JMU students comprise only 13 percent of the Mtal
number of Eastern coast collegians flying <nto
Florida on March 1st to find accommodations at
either King's Crown INN, Carribean Tradev*nds
. .Deluxe. UudecdaJt .Beach. Hotel-or Days Im,
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By TRIO A FISCHETTI
So you and three friends are going to stuff yourselves into a Volkswagon along with all your
belongings and drive down to Florida for the spring
break.
With gas prices going up, the most economical way
to travel is to squeeze into a tiny, compact car with a
few friends to help with the driving.
Pro: You'll get good gas mileage, and you'll save
money splitting expenses.
Con: Space will be at a premium and you'll need
some tips on what to take.
One way to save luggage space is to share
necessary items, such as hairdryers and curling
irons. A big beach blanket can also be shared between several friends.
Since most prices on beach items such as bathing
suits, sunglasses and suntan lotion are considerably
higher in Florida, it's a good iead to buy them while
you're still in Virginia.
Don't forget to put a cooler into the truck or
backseat of the car to keep cold drinks handy on the
long drive. Stash a few munchies like potato chips or
pretzels for snacks on the trip.
At least one person in the group should bring a
portable radio to take along when sunning at the
beach. A pack of cards may also provide a welcome
way to pass the hours while baking in the sand.
Bring a hat, it'll keep the rays off your face and
protect your hair since its often windy during March
in Florida.
Even if you're staying at a motel, you'll probably
need a beach towel. Motel towels are usually too
small for the beach.
Although its warm during the day with temperatures ranging in the upper 60s-70s depending on
where you are in the state, Florida winter nights are
cool averaging in the high 50s. A sweater or light
jacket is essential.

.

Since you'll probably be on the beach every day,
weather permitting, more than one swimsuit would
help. That way, you can wash one and wear the other.
With a limited amount of space, coordinating your
clothes with mix and match outfits can stretch your
wardrobe. For girls, a suggested clothing list includes: swimsuits, jeans, tee-shirts, several pairs of
shorts, dress pants, blouses, sundresses, sweater or
jacket, sandals, tennis shoes and beach thongs.
Guys should also pack jeans, shorts, swimsuits,
tee-shirts, sweater or jacket, tennis shoes, thongs and
dress shoes. Since tee-shirts and jeans are not
allowed at many poplar beach nightspots, guys
should be sure to bring some dress pants and shirts.

■»

Mwfo by Sill Tarangtto

Money-saving tips
For tips on everything from camping in the
Caribberan to nudist vacations, check out "The
World Travel Catalogue" by Karen Cure.
This comprehensive travel guide offers detailed
information on trips all over the world. It tells how to
save money on lodging and meals, how to rent a car,
get cut-rate airfares, deal with customs and to stay
healthy on the trip.
"The Travel Catalogue'" is located in the reference
section of the Madison Memorial Library.

V

Myrtle Beach

It's not just for summer crowds anymore
By LANCE ROBERTS
Money is tight so you have
to drive, but the more than 40
hour round trip to Florida
means two days of spring
break spent not vacationing.
Myrtle Beach in South
Carolina is a very good
alternative.

iULwuaj.uoaa«AWA.-. .'.j

Myrtle Beach is nine hours
from Harrisonburg, which
includes stopping for gas and
eating while driving.
If sun and surf are not
primary considerations, but
night life, dancing and
cheaper prices seem
pealing, Myrtle Beach has all
that to offer and much more.
Myrtle Beach has more than
a dozen lounges and clubs with

• • • •' > ■ ' ' ».UTlMirr*»«

live
entertainment
and
dancing, and Tramps stands
out as the top disco with
dancing on the weekends from
8 p.m. to 4 a.m. Nearby
Georgetown has several night
spots, all within 45 minutes of
downtown Myrtle Beach.
In the first week of March,
the air temperature is in the
mid-50s during the afternoon
and occasionally jumps into
the low 60s. The water is a
chilling 49 to 51 degrees, which
leaves the swimming to the
hearty, adventurous
vacationer. However, this
does not rule out a stroll at
sunrise or fishing from piers,
the beach or from a group
charter boat.
Off the beach there are a
multitude of activities to
pursue. Minature golf courses
and regular courses, ranging
from nine to 27 holes, are
available at discount rates
through many of the hotels.
Numerous tennis courts are
open to the public at various
fees.
Some of the more interesting activities include
river and inlet tours by boat,
and a tour of the Boone Hall
Sntafton, which was filmed
Gone With the Wind and
boasts of the Avenue of Oaks.
Indoor tours include the South
Carina Hall of Fame,
Guiness Book of World
Records
Museum
and
Ripley's Believe It or Not
Museum,
the world of the bizzare. Wax

figures include Siamese twins,
the world's smallest man, the
man with a horn that grew out
of his head, and some of
history's most
notorious
killers.
One of the more interesting
displays is a tractor-trailer
built to one-eighteenth scale in
full detail. It's made from
match sticks.
Guiness tends to consen trate on scientific and
technological displays. There
are films showing the largest
and longest-lasting display of
collapsing dominoes, major
earthquakes, great sports
accomplishments and many
other world-record setting
feats.

*The beach offers
a multitude
of activities'
Although Myrtle Beach
doesn't offer Florida's 80
degree sunny days, it doesn't
waste two days of vacation
time spent driving. It does
provide
pleasant
temperatures, plenty of people but
plenty of space, much cheaper
rates for accomodations, and
less money spent on gas.
For more information,
contact the Myrtle Beach
Chamber of Commerce, P.O.
Box 2115, Myrtle Beach, S.C.
.rrs /> ■ > , •, . . ■ i • • !««••'
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Budgets strained by fling in paradise
By THERESA BEALE
The crystal clear waters and powdery beaches of
the Caribbean islands may provide the perfect
background for an exotic spring break vacation, but
the expense behind such a fling in paradise could be a
shock to the college student's budget.
According to local travel agents, air fares have
increased by more than 40 percent since last March,
putting a damper on students seeking vacations south
of Florida. But discounts are available on some
airfares and some students combine car travel with
brief flights to reach their destinations at a lower
cost.
One fraternity here has booked round-trip flights
from Roanoke to Miami and intends to travel further
into the Florida Keys. The Miami flight costs between
$150 and $242, with only a limited number of the least
expensive flight,, according to Diane Roach of Turner
Travel Agency. A round-trip Amtrak fare to Miami
also costs approximately $150, Roach said.
Miami is often used as an embarkation point to the
Caribbean, according to Roach. Most round-trip
flights to the Caribbean cost about $300 out of
Washington, DC, she said. But that expenditure can
be cut almost in half if the students drive to Miami
and flies south from there. For instance, a round-trip
fare from Washington to Montego Bay, Jamaica,
costs about $300, but round-trip flight from, Miami to
Montego Bay would be about $140.
But even if the student can beat the high cost of
flying to his destination, expenses for accomodations
and food are high in the Caribbean, Roach said.
"Last year I took the students down to San Juan at
a cut-rate price, a really nice low-priced trip. Butthe
prices down there were so high and the students just
weren't used to it," Roach said.
In spite of high prices, some students here are
ganning to visit St. Thomas, one of the US. Virgin
landsknown for its Bluebeards Castle, busy streets
and hilly residential sections. On St. CroiK, visjtors
2tn enjoy shopping amidst a tropical setting. And on
St. John, the lushest and most primitive of the Virgin
Islands, the students may finally be able to save
money.
'.
. „
Camping on the beach in the National Park Service
facilities at Cinnamon Bay on St. John is a bargain
for the student traveler. For those who bring their
own tent, the park service charges three dollars a day
for each extra person. A four-person tent can be
rented for $15 a day for two persons, plus four dollars
for each additional person. Screened cottages cost $23
per day for two persons. And food is on sale at a
commissary and nearby cafeteria.
. .
The park service offers guided hikes, snorkeling
trips, scuba diving and sailing excursions.
the student traveler can forget about digging into
his pocket every day by investing in a four-day cruise
to Freeport and Nassau in the Bahamas. Travel
Counselors, Inc., is sponsoring the March 3 to 7 trip
on the T. S. F la via. The cruise, which departs from
Miami, costs $295 per person plus $13 in port taxes.
Group rates on Amtrak round trip to Miami from
Richmond is $123 per person and a "party" car can
be arranged for persons traveling together.

While aboard the T. S. Flavia, the student can take
advantage of everything the "floating hotel" has to
offer: sue meals and snacks a day, including a
midnight buffet and breakfast in bed, the captain's
cocktail party, music, dancing and entertainment
nightly, two swimming pools, a game room, shops
and a discotheque.
Both Freeport and Nassau are known for their
shops offering goods from around the world-Swiss
watches, British leathers and oriental linens. A
bridge of walking distance connects Nassau to
Paradise Island, a small resort island that features

beautiful beaches, a large casino, a cabaret and
several gourmet restaurants.
Several students are signed up for the cruise and
additional $100 deposits are being taken immediately,
a spokesman said.
If the student can't afford the flight to Miami or the
voyage to the Bahamas, there's always Fort
Lauderdale, according to Roach
"If you group up in cars, you can't beat that," she
said. "Fort Lauderdale is where everyone goes. It
really caters to college students."

Caribbean Sea
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Jamaica
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Endless activities offered

By ALV1N WALKER
Jamaica is dubbed as one of the most beautiful
Caribbean Islands. Located 500 miles from Florida,
Jamaica offers an endless panorama of blue skies,
miles of white sand and beaches and winding rivers
in the country's interior. An ever present breeze
which produces a slow tempo, as swaying and undulating a movement is captured in the rhythm., of
Reggae, the most popular music of Jamaica.
No passport, vaccination or shots are required of
U.S. citizens, but proof of citizenship (birth certificate) must be carried while touring Jamaica, and
a five dollar government departure tax must be paid
before leaving the island.
Jamaica package tours to cities like Montego Bay,
, Negril, Ocho Rios, Runaway Bay, Port Antonio and
Kingston save money by offering special features,
although most unused features are non-refundable.
The average rates for hotel rooms are about $50 to $80
per night, but outdoor camping is available.
Strawberry Fields, located outside Ocho Rios,
offers camping on the beach front for about $10 a day.
Tents can be rented for about $45.
There are many recreational activities for sports

enthusiasts including fishing, racing, swimming,
golf, horseback riding, hiking and rafting. Sailing,
scuba diving and snorkeling in the turquoise waters
of Montego Bay's northern snore is protected by coral
reefs, which provides the opportunity to view'the
beauty of the island's famous tropical fish.
Negrill's beach is considered to be the island's most
beautiful attraction. The city offers many water
sports, nightly entertainment and dancing.
Dunn's River Falls, a favorite of climbers, is found
in Ocho Rios. A guided tour through one of the local
estates, such as Brimmer Hall Plantation, offers a
view of tropical fruits, lush vegetation and a bird
sanctuary.
In the interior of Jamaica, Montego Valley is
furnished with mountains, winding rivers passing
through pineapple and banana plantations and many
sniair vihdgeiF*Food and accomodations are less expensive in
rural, mountainous areas of the island. Traveling by
rent-a-car can be expensive as gas costs $4.65 per
gallon in Jamaican currency. One U.S. dollar equals
about $1.70 in Jamaica.

The ideal, cut-rate Northern Virginia vacation...
By BOBBY GIRARDI
This spring, sav-Flcrida law enforcement officials,
Florida's sunny shores will be greeted by two blights:
the latest shipment of drugs from Columbia, and
hordes of James Madison University students hopping to the beaches like so many snow bunnies out of
the frozen north.
Certainly, it is true that a great majority of JMUers
will be able to join this great migrationary thaw. It
must also be noted that there are those of us who will
be left to weather March's snow storms alone. Sadly,
there are many among us who. do not have the
necessary funds to spend a week in the sun, languidly
soaking up tans and tequila. So we must face the
prospect of returning home to work.
' At first, this plan might sound a little strange. Any
logical person would wonder what makes going home
for spring break a vacation and not just any other
week spent at home.
Well, it is all a matter of having the proper attitude.
In my opinion, the whole idea of taking a vacation
relies on the attitude of being a tourist.

Keeping this newly discovered vacationing
giitasophy in mind, I decided to approach my home
wn of Springfield, tucked away in the heartland of
beautiful, suburban Northern Virginia, with a
tourist's frame of mind.
I quickly ran out and bought myself a Hawaiian
shirt, Bermuda shorts and prepared a list of obnoxious questions to ask innocent people standing by.

'What kind of fool would want
brochures on Springfield?'
Then, I decided to do what any normal tourist
would do when investigating a possible vacation spot:
I started looking for travel information that would
indicate all sights of interest.
First, I tried to pick up some brochures about town,
-but this proved difficult.

"What kind of fool would ever want brochures on
Springfield, *lthe tocaMravel agent saidr — —
"
Then I tried writing to the community information
center, but Springfield* does not have one. In
desperation, I wrote to my Mom for information
about the town. "Are you some kind of nut?" she
wrote back.
Finally, I decided it would be best to rely on
previous knowledge. For those of you who are
strangers to Springfield and who might be considering a vacation there, I will do vmy best to
describe some of its points of interest.
First and foremost, there is the Springfield Mall,
with approximately 175 stores and six movie
theaters. The Mall comes complete with its own
special species of inhabitants known as Mall Rats,
comprised of local high school students. These
students have spent so much time at the Mall they
have forgotten what their families look like.
(Continued on Page 7>
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New Orleans

Jazz,
beaches,
carnivals

By KEVIN MILLER
"In the heart of the night
In the cool southern ram
There's a full moon in sight
Shining down on the Ponchartrain. .
There's a nightbird singing
Right through till dawn
And the streets are still ringing
With people carrying on...

In the heart of night down in New Orleans"
(Paul Cotton: Poco)
New Orleans is not like any other city in the United
States.
It is beautiful to some, filthy to others, but exciting
for all. It combines the old world charm of a 19th
century French village with the automation of the
1960s.
New Orleans rests near the mouth of the
Mississippi, the river that imported the French and
exported jazz. Each have an obvious influence in the
area, from the architecture, to the people, to the
nightclubs on Bourbon Street.
New Orleans is a city filled with interesting architecture, where old is contrasted with new.
For about a quarter, a person can take a trolly ride
from the city's outskirts down the famous St. Charles
Avenue. The street is lined with huge Victorian
mansions and green lawns dotted by palm tress.
Many of these houses have been converted into inns
and restaurants. "Tara," Scarlet O'Hara's mansion
in Gone with the Wind, is a replica of a 19th century
house that stands on St. Charles Street
The streetcar completes its trip in the heart of the
city. The contrast between the Victorian mansions
and downtown New Orleans is striking. Huge glass
and steel skyscrapers and hurrying business people
crowd the streets. Without them. New Orleans seems
like a city for play.
The Superdome, a 160,000 square foot arena that
can hold over 100,000 people, dominates the downtown area.
•■•■*. »"*r
From the arena, the famous French Quarter of
New Orleans is about a 10-minute walk.
The French Quarter is the oldest part of the city. It
is filled with old world shops, Creole restaurants and
entertainment clubs. It is a 13-by-six block area that
is accessible primarily to pedestrians.
At the heart of the French Quarter is Bourbon
Street, one of the most famous streets in the country.
Bourbon Street is one of the birthplaces of jazz, as
many original jazz clubs were located there.
Today, however, it is exploited with rows of topless
bars and cheap novelty shops.
Four blocks from Bourbon Street is the Mississippi
River. Replicated 19th century steamboats make
daily runs up the river that Mark Twain romanticized
in his writing, =as_ .-.-_ „ __ ._ . s.

French Quarter
features spicy Creole food,
top name jazz
There are also sunny beaches in New Orleans. To
the north of the city is the tremendous Lake Ponchartrain which has several public beaches and
recreation areas.
At night, New Orleans changes from a quiet
southern city to a festive carnival-like atmosphere.
Spicey creole food, top name jazz artists and all
kinds of drinks highlight the French Quarter One of
the well-known bars in the south, Pat O'Briens,
features the exotic "Hurricane," and other tropical
drinks.
• ..•■•■
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Bourbon Street, the birthplace of jazz
Where glamour is lacking in New Orleans, variety
is still present.
Bourbon Street is also lined with topless night
clubs, rows of female impersonators, tee-shirts and
downtrodden souls sitting on the curbs wearing signs
such as "I am crippled, please give me some
change."
On any given night, a number of street entertainers
can be seen singing or dancing with their gradually
filling hats outstretched.
New Orleans is slightly less than 1,000 miles southwest of Harrisonburg, approximately the same
distance as Ft. Lauderdale.
There are two direct routes that can be taken to
New Orleans by following the interstate highways.
Take Interstate 81 south and proceed to its juncture
with Interstate 75 south near Knoxville, Teiui. In
Chattanooga, take Route 59 south directly to New
Orleans.
An alternate route, equal in distance is to take 1-81
south to Route 77 south Follow Route 77 to its juncture with Route 85 south in Charlotte, N.C. Enter
Route 65 south in Montgomery, Ala. and Route 10
west in Mobile, Ala. to New Orleans.
The motels and hotels in the city are expensive. The
best alternative is to find one of the area's many
campsites or a motel in the suburbs. Most are within
15 minutes of the heart of New Orleans. For complete
lodging information write the Louisiana Office of
Tourism, P.O. Box 44281, Baton Rouge, La. 70804.

Mardi Gras
festival plans
The celebrated Mardi Gras parades and
festivities will run from February 8-19 in New
Orleans this year.
Festivities begin two weeks before Ash Wednesday and climax on Fat Tuesday, the day before
the religious holiday. Fat Tuesday has
traditionally been the day that the invitations are
released and people have their last fling before
Ash Wednesday, according to the Louisianna
Office of Tourism.
The first organized street pageant in New
Orleans was in 1838. The traditional parade route
travels through the Garden District on St Charles
Avenue to Canal Street and then into the French
Quarter.
More rural and traditionally French Mardi Gras
are celebrated in many of the small communities
in Louisiana and run from the end of January to
Fat Tuesday, depending on the location.

* The ideal—
(Continued from Page 6)
The Mall is not the only attraction in Springfield.
You can spend many fun-filled hours exploring
Springfield's dozen or so gas
stations amidst the
blacktop splendor of the cityrs downtown area. Or you
can visit such quaint little stores as the Springfield
AAP, and of course, there is always the famous
Springfield Tower with its mind-boggling 15 floors of
offices.
For vicarious thrills, .there is naupbine's Steak
House with "live entertainment." The more bizzare
among us might enjoy watching the dead pets being
thrown out for the garbage man behind the Colonial
Animal Hospital.
Springfield also boasts its share of late night
watering holes: there's Seven-Eleven, open for
Slurpies around the clock and McDonalds, open 'till
11 on weeknights and 'till one on the weekends.
If Springfield gets boring, (and I trust it will not)
there is always Annandale right down the road, home
of Juvenile Toys, Three Chefs and the only Jack in the
Box in the area. And of course, Hayfield is in the
other direction. It must be warned that unsavory
characters are known to lurk in both locations,
making them more suitable for day trips rather than
night excursions.
However, since the beach, under normal monetary
conditions, is where I would be going, I decided to try
and resurrect that beach aura in Springfield. First, I
have 7to think, what would you normally do at the
beach
iibuuu .•_».•-.;. &cti

It must be admitted that at the beach most of us do
not really go swimming. Traditionally, students
spend their time lying around watching the opposite
sex, getting a tan and getting drunk.
It is not bard to get drunk anywhere. All you need is
some kind of liquor, and that we have in Springfield
To get a tan, a sunlamp will suffice.
The final ramifications of my vacation plans are
immense-fast imagine, if everyone abandoned such
spots as Acapufco and St Moritz tc spend their
vacation dollars in Springfield. Springfield would
become a major international attraction.
Bermuda shorts, Hawaiian shirts and cameras
would adorn tourists as they descend from the sky
like so many avenging angels: novelty companies
would start making Springfield souvenirs like pennants and travel posters with slogans saying "Its
better in Springfield."
Hapless Springfielders would be accosted on the
streets by foreign tourists with Nikons who would ask
us to pose in front of our houses and the Mall. The city
might even build a casino.
As a matter of fact, you don't have to live in
Springfield to vacation here, you just have to be
certifiably insane!
My advice is go to Florida, go anywhere, to
Cleveland even. But if you have any liking for your
sanity and a slight distaste of a padded cell, stay as
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New England skiing

Instead of Florida sand, try northern snow
By MAUREEN RILEY
For some Florida is the only refuge.
•
For a fewer number, the winter hasn't been fulfilling enough
and during spring break can may be topped with ski equipment
and trunks loaded with suitcases containing long underwear,
nylon jackets and other reminders of cold weather.
For mat minority, those who don't crave the encroachment of
summer's heat and humidity, the New England mountains and
ski resorts may be the place to go during spring break to retrieve
the last of a retiring winter.
Ski season in New England doesn't end until late March, so a 10day ski vacation in early March is entirely plausable. All resorts
listed here also have active snowmaking capabilities.
A ski vacation to Colorado or Canada may be more desirable,
but with limited budgets, a spring break vacation to New England
is more suitable. You can drive to many of the northern ski
resorts located nine to IS hours from Harrisonburg, and once
there many of the resorts offer packages that cut down on costs.
Skiing in New England is vastly different from skiing anywhere
else. The area seldom gets large quantities of real powder snow,
the expert skier's first love. The snow is heavier and contains
more moisture, which has given New England the reputation of
being cold and icy for skiing.
V
New England resorts have also developed a special breed of ski V
runs. Most runs are "claustrophibic" in nature—they are long,
narrow and tree-lined, unlike the winding sloping trails of
Colorado.
...
Despite the differences, New England skiers learn to ski faster
and under the worst circumstances. So if you're used to letterperfect snow conditions, try the New England mountains and
challenge yourself for a change.
In referring to New England, the states included are Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont. Each state boasts a variety of ski
resorts—too many to list. Sugarloaf in Maine, Cannon m New
Hampshire and Killington in Vermont are examined here for
their downhill skiing conditions and accomodations.
SUGARLOAF

■ -v v

If you're looking for excellent New England skiing
and a good time, Sugarloaf is a natural choice.
It offers the greatest skiable vertical drop, 2,600
fee, in New England, and has 22 slopes and trails.
The area is also popular among college students, so
the apres ski life is active. Yet, the ski village retains
a simple charm.
Sugarloaf, in the Carrabessett Valley, is between
two small towns, Kingfield and Stratton. From
Harrisonburg it is a lraour drive, via Boston.
Downhill skiing: Three rough trails above the tree
line, sometimes windy and icy, will challenge expert

■*
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Supplement—

Spring break
The Spring Break supplement of The
BREEZE was edited by Kris Carlson and
Grace McCracken.
Assisting la editing, design and pasteup ff the supplement were the following
members of a Communications Arts
advanced news editing class: James
Asidrkk, Tear And*Teresa Caviness.
Leak Eacho, Timothy Hall. DavM
Hen-ell. Kathryn Ketapish, Donna
Lewis. Janet Llllard. Karen Myers,
Lance Roberts. Sharon Workman and
Jennifer Young. Adviser was Alan
Neckowlti.
Special thanks to Theresa Beale,
Patrick Cooke, Charles Dambowtc,
Chuck Failo, BUI Tarangelo and David
Wendelken, and to the many BREEZE
reporter! whose by Lined articles appear
la the supplement.

skiers. Intermediate skiers will enjoy the very long
trails and middle-mountain terrain.
Lift lines are infrequent since Sugarloaf is less
crowded than other major areas in the East.
Sugarloaf offers a seven-day reduced lift ticket for
$77, a savings of $13 over the daily lift tickets for a
week of skiing. The daily equipment rental price is
$10.
Accomodations: The Red Stallion, a late 19thcentury inn is where college students gather at night.
The inn is six miles from the mountain. The Sugarloaf
Ski Dorm in Kingfield has a capacity of 600 skiers and
may be the cheaper
The Deere Run Ski Touring Center in Kingfield has
30 miles of trails and the Carrabessett Valley
Recreational Center has 80 miles of marked trails.
Both locations offer lessons and rental Equipment.
Use of trails is $2.50 per day and equipment rental is
$7 per day.
For more information about Sugarloaf and the
area, call (207) 237-2000.
CANNON
0

A tough mountain admist a serene, small New
Hampshire town makes Cannon a good place to go for
a skiing retreat.
"
;~
The distinctive area offers several package deals
both for downhill and cross country skiing Of the
areas listed here, Cannon seem best suited for cross
country skiing.
Cannon, near Franconia, is New England's oldest
major resort A ski school was established there in
1929. The town remains quiet with a sprinkling of
action on weekends. It's about a 13-hour drive from
Harrisonburg, via Boston.
Downhill skiing: Cannon has the reputation of
being a tough mountain because the trails are tricky
and winding and the weather is often windy and icy.
The expert skier starts at the top of the north face
of Cannon on two curvy trails. Two-thirds of the way
down are three expert trails that are steep, bumpy
and short.
Unfortunately the lift lines are long, especially on
weekends. Daily lift tickets are $10 on weekdays and
(14 on weekends. Daily rental is a standard $10.
AccARiodftUeM: The area offers two five-day

mtmSm

/ i

packages which gives the skier a choice of experiencing old New England inns or the more
familiar, modern facilities.
The innkeepers package, $164.96 for five days,
provides lift tickets, lodging, breakfast and dinner.
Three or four inns participate in the program and the
meals are served in the individual inns.
The motel package involves driving to a dining
room. At $119.95 for five days, this plan is cheaper but
offers standard motels without the New England
charm. This plan also mckidasdodging and lifts along
with breakfast and dinner.
For more information about Cannon and the area
call (603) 623-5563.
KILLINGTON
This Vermont resort boasts a long list of "biggest
and bests." It is New England's largest ski resort, it
has the longest ski lift, the world's most extensive
snow making system, the longest snow season and
four mountains.
From Harrisonburg, Killington is about a 13-bour
drive, via Boston. The area is based on the resort,
although it is moderately-priced.
- If you want the beat in the East, or perhaps the
best-known, go to Killington.
Downhill skiing: With four mountains, Killington
offers 52 varied ski trails. Killington Peak, for the
expert, is where the resort's most famous and
challenging trails begin. They are short and steep
with a Tot of twists and turns.
The intermediate also has a wide range of ski area.
Snowden has six trails that criss-cross and intersect.
The lines are minimal, although the trails may be
jammed with people.
A seven-day package which includes lift, equipment and five days of lessons is $145. A five-day
package includes the same for $112. Daily lift rates
are $16 on weekdays and $17 on weekends. Equipment
rental is $11.
Accomodations: The cheapest way to lodge in
Killington is in a dorm. Stratton's Lodge provides
lodging for $8 per night. Two other dorms are Turn of
the River Lodge and Fractured Rooster.
For more information about Killington and the
area call < 802) 433-3333.

*
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*Pendragon' tours North Carolina
GREENSBORO, N.C. Phoef
Sutton's "The. Pendragon
Institute" will be performed
at 8:15 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 1,
as one of six plays in the 12th
annual American College
Theatre Festival for the
Southeastern region.
Under the direction of Dr.
Thomas Arthur, the play
focuses on the court of Ring
Arthur. It will be presented in
Aycock Auditorium at the
University of North Carolina
at Greensboro, where the
festival is being held.
The show is one of a halfdozen which were chosen from
46 entries in the regional
festival. Each play will be
critiqued by two judges:
Barry Kyle, director of the
Royal Shakespeare Company
at Stratford-On-Avon,
England, and Kark Eigsti, a
New York set and scenery
designer.
"The Pendragon Institute,"
as ah original student play,
also will be judged in the
playw righting competition.
The judges are: playwright
Kevin O'Morrison, author,

Theater
"Ladyhouse Blues" which is
on Broadway; critic Charles
Christopher
Mark"" of
Washington,
DC;
and
playwright-author
Jerry
Crawford of the University of
Nevada at Las Vegas.
From the regional festival,
one, and possibly two, of the

- Artfile -

Drama scholarship

six plays can advance to the
ACTF national festival this
spring in Washington, D.C.'s
Kennedy Center. Only 10 plays
from the 12 ACTF regions will
go.
The regional festival is
being held at UNC-G a second
time. It was there previously
in 1973.
The other five plays to be
presented
include:
"She
Loves Me," a musical by
Shenandoan College and
Conservatory of Music in
Winchester,
Va.,
and
"Country Life," an adaptation
f
of Chekhov's drama, 'Uncle
Vanya," by the University of
Alabama at Tuscaloosa.
Also included are "The
Servant of Two Masters," an
18th century Italian farce by
the University of South
Florida at Tampa; "The
Oldest Living Graduate,"
Preston Jones' comedy by the
University of Florida at
Gainesville; and "Waiting for
Godot," Samuel Beckett's
absurdist drama by the
University of Louisville,
Kentucky.

eValley Players, Harrisonburg's community theater is
eased to announce the establishment of an annual
rama Scholarship. The purpose of the award is to
encourage and assist local individuals in the pursuit of a
career in theater.
For 17 years, Valley Players provided community
theater talents, and a chance for local residents with
secret dreams of Stardust and greasepaint to get on
stage. Valley Players is inactive now, nut the Drama
Scholarship is intended to repay the community for its
years of support-of live theater.
The Valley Players Drama Scholarship is a $500
award for graduates of Harrisonburg and Rockingham
County high schools who are shooting for careers In the
theater. The annual award will go to a student who has
been accepted for or is currently enrolled in a theater
study program or apprenticeship.
The award will be pa id in two equal installments to the
designated institution in the name of the scholarship
winner to help defray the cost of mat person's tuition.
Scholarship application requirements include the
usual information, support letters, school and extracurricular data and a rather unusual requirement: aa
original, creative statement of why the candidate should
be considered for the award.
The creative statement should be something special,
perhaps a short dramatic reading, song or dance, or
even a bit of a person's efforts at playwrighting or set
design, according to scholarship committee chairperson, and longtime Valley Players member, Mae
Frantz.
Deadline for applications for the Va
Scholarship is May 1. The announcement'.
of the scholarship will be made in June. For i
contact
Mae
Frantz
at

Exposure Time IV

ALBERT MAY8LES en leeatiea daring the
filming of "Rwuteg Fence." On Us left is

Christ*, the artist who created. At left Is Ms
brother David, who cooperated on the project

Albert Maysles lectures at JMU
By MARK BUTTON AND GAIL REYNOLDS
Albert Maysles, one of the men responsible
for the Rolling Srones documentary, ,3Gimme
Shetter," visited James Madison University
with a retrospective of some of his films,
Jan.28—30.
Maysles, who rarely makes personal appearances at colleges, was pressent at
showings of some of his films at Grafton-Stoval
Theater. He also conducted a series of
workshops, during which the films "Grey
Gardens'' and "Valley Curtain" were shown.
Maysles became interested in filmmaking
about 24 years ago when he thought of doing
documentary cinema during a trip to the
Soviet Union, where be filmed patients in
mental institutions. The pleasure he felt came
from learning while he was filming. He
decided to do more filming in the"direct
cimema" style.
The secret to filming documentaries,
IIIIIIMIIIHI

f

Maysles said, is to film
who are not
actors. When people
acting before a
Maysles camera crew,
stop filming, be
said.
Maysles advisee young filmmakers who are
interested in his style to- go about making
enough money to do documentary
work on
'.heir own to work in «rr- "Tar4 cinema. He
believes that will also sharpen their skills as
filmmakers.
He found working with the Beatles, on whom
be did a documentary entitled "What's Happening" and the Rolling S.tones enjoyable.
Maysles' lecture was well received by the
students who saw his Monday morning
presentation. The Wednesday night screening
and dicsussion was less well attended, and the
crowd was generally apathetic. That was
unfortunate, for Albert Maysles is a man with
much to say that can be of interest to a student
audience.

ENTRIES FOR Exposure Time IV, James Madison
University's juried photographic exhibition, must arrive
no later than Feb. 4. A $950 award will be presented to
this year's winner.
Any photographic process is eligible, and entries are
being accepted nationally. There is a $5 entry fee for up
to three entries. Materials must be sent in a sturdy,
reusable package. Entries may be sent to:
•
Exposure Time IV
Duke Fine Arts Center
~ y .
«r
&~jc- MatUsca VJtvtmky
Harrtsonbarg. VA ZZM7
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GO FOR IT!

Old Virginia Ham Cafe
Specializing in Country Cooking
special luncheons-chops -chicken
"Seafood— variety of salads and
sandwiches- Virginia ham
•delicious breakfastsMoii.- Sat. 6:30 am-2:00 pm
WvMaikeiSt 4J4-S572

Schlitz makes it great.
Schlitz: the beer for the 80's
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ODU nips Dukes, 52-44
Neither team was surprised, but
it wasn't what they had in mind

..

By DENNIS SMITH
NORFOLK—Two teams with differing
opinions met Tuesday night in front of
6,429 spectators here at the Scope.
Neither team was too surprised with the
outcome, but it wasn't exactly what they
had in mind. Old Dominion came away
with a 52-44 win over James Madison
University.
The Monarchs hoped for a big win to
help bolster their national standing and
maybe finally get into the Top 20 after
many weeks of failing just short. The
Dukes wanted to slip past powerful ODU
by slowing the tempo to draw the
Monarchs out of their run-and-gun style.

very quick squad and they run the fast
break well. I think what we did effectively
cut off their fast break."
Only once did ODU's offense explode
during the first half. But that six-minute
flurry was the turning point of the game.
JMU had run its spread offense perfectly to jump to a 17-8 lead. The Dukes
opened up the Monarchs' defense and
played controlled one-on-one ball until a
player got an opening. JMU's inside
players took advantage of most of the
holes. The Dukes' 6'8" center Steve
Stielper hit for seven of his game-high 19
points and 6'8" Bob Donohoe came off the
bench to hit three straight outside jumpers

'We didn't let things get out of hand.'
The Monarchs stayed into first place in
the East Coast Athletic Conference, while
JMU dropped two games of the pace. ODU
moved to 15-3 overall and the Dukes fell to
13-5.
"They controlled the tempo almost the
entire game," said ODU's coach Paul
Webb. "But we won the game, so I'm not
too mad."
"We played pretty well," said the
Dukes' coach Lou Campanelli. "We didn't
let things get out of hand. We played according to what we wanted to do, we just
didn't win."

rnaro oy cnarm A. Ftflc

JMU'S CENTER Steve Stielper hits
two of his game-high 19 points
in his
battle against Old Dominion1! freibcenter Mark West, but Old

Dominion won the war, 52-44. at the
Scope in Norfolk. Stielper suffered a
cat above his left eye, bat no stitches
were needed.

JMU DID EVERYTHING it could to set
the pace from the outset. The Dukes
started by switching zones everytime on
defense to confuse the Monarchs1 offense.
If that didn't slow the tempo enough, JMU
went into a spread offense the first time it
touched the ball.
"We had to control the pace," said
Campanelli. 'They (the Monarchs) are a

during the rally.
MEANWHILE. JMU PACKED its zone
to force the Monarchs to shoot from the
perimeter. Ronnie Valentine, ODU's
leading scorer with 19.1 average and an
All-America candidate, missed four
straight outside jumpers and the Dukes
retrieved the rebounds.
Finally, Webb called a timeout with less
than 10 minutes left in the half to settle his
players and change the Monarchs' tactics.
ODU hit just three of its first 14 shots.
"We just weren't playing aggressively
at all,'* Webb said. ,rWe were taking
decent shots, but they iust weren't falling
and JMU was getting the rebounds. I had
to change the way we were approaching
the game. I moved Ronnie (valentine)
inside to work with Ronnie McAdoo."
The result was 10 unanswered Monarchs' points and their first lead since 6-4
(Continued on Page 11)

Va. Tech tops Duchesses
9*YlfeTEEL
Rebounding' strength and
superior outside shooting
lifted Virginia Tech to a 62-55
women's basketball victory
over
James
Madison
University Tuesday night at
Godwin Hall.
The loss was the first for the
Duchesses in state play, while
the win clinched at least a
third seeding for VP1 in the

VATAW

jajmaat flBEs

to shoot over the zone from the
15 to 18-foot range.
<

ITHTHE DUCHESSE8 in
*-wrri

possession and 15 minutes
remaining in the contest it
was Albany who stole a pass,
converted a layup, and hit a
jumper on the next trip to
extend the Lady Gobblers'
lead to 11 points.
Over the next 10 minutes
JMU was never able to cut the
margin inside six points. The

PLAY BECAME RAGGED
at times with both teams
turning the ball over but VPI's
personel was more suited to
the run-and-gun style. The
Lady Gobblers cruised to a 3223 half time bulge as the big
JMU lineup of both 6'1" Donna
Firebaugh and 6' Deana
Meadows in the middle proved
ineffective.
According to Wiegardt, the
Duchesses were forced to stay
in their zone defensa due tea

'The differenceJu 9n *fr» hoard*. We allowed
them too many second and third shots.'
overall record is 9-8.
"The difference was on the
boards," commented
assistant
coach
Pam
Wiegardt "We allowed them
too many second and third
shots."
The
Lady
Gobblers
outrebounded JMU, 52-37.
Nine different VPI players
gathered in missed shots with
5'9" forward Sis Spriggs
leading with 10.
Kim Albany was the
dominant force for VPI on
offense. With the Duchesses
packed in a zone defense the
entire game, Albany was able

opportunities were there, but
turnovers and missed shots
prevented any comeback
efforts.
JMU started fast by
grabbing an early 5-1 advantage. However, the Lady
Gobblers
settled
down
following a timeout and tied
the score 5-5 on center Julie
Williams' inside hoop.
VPI never looked back.
The Lady Gobblers were
able to draw JMU into a fast
pace which the Duchesses
could not maintain "We like
to run and can, but we didn't
do it Well tonight" said
Wiegardt

lack of quickness. This in turn
hurt JMU on the boards
because a zone set-up is not
conclusive to good blocking
out
Kathy Railey led JMU in
scoring with 15 points followed «
by Barrie Grice and Meadows
with 10 each. Sandy Berry
complemented Albany for
VPI with 16 points.
The Duchesses face an
ominous assignment in their
next
contest.
Nancy
Lieberman and Inge Nissen
THE DUCHESSES CATHY HANRAHAN stretcheVfor a rebound
will lead the contingent of
against Virginia Tech. The Duchesses dropped an important
number top-ranked nationally
VA1AW game to the Lady Gobblers, 62-55, Tuesday night in
Old Dominion" Into* Godwin'
Godwin Hall. JMU faces nationally
ationally top-ranked Old Dominion in '
HaUnextl*ursd#^night?♦«• "iMhef-MAfe Conference «tthh»l*hurlAf3'nIgW:4- '^
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Old Boys, SPE remain in top poll positions
Other positions scrambled ; Negative Mothers,

By KENNY SOTHORON
The two top teams in this
week's Breeze Men's Intramural Football Top Ten
remain the same, but the rest
have been scrambled.
Also women's intramural
football has begun its playoffs
this week. Be sure to see next
Tuesday's issue for a comprehensive report.
The Old Boys and Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity remained
-in first and second respectively. The Old Boys (3-0)
handled
the
fifth-ranked
Schlogs, 6-0, in A-League play
and SPE beat AXP fraternity,
43-0, in Championship League
action.
Unranked Kappa Sigma
pulled the upset of the week by
downing
formerly
thirdranked Tau Kappa Epsilon,
144. The loss dropped TKE (3l) to seventh.

Outlaws and Schlogs follow top two
squared off for undisputed
possession of first place in the
league and a third ranking in
theJTop Ten.
Despite playing two injured
players, the Negative Mothers
topped the Outlaws, 12-6 on
two early touchdowns.

lofted it into the waiting hands
of receiver David Herrell for
the first score. The team
missed the extra point attempt.
The Outlaws, stunned by the
quick touchdown, couldn't

throwing and eventually be
found his favorite receiver
John Mowery. Lindsey hit
Mowery on a crossing pattern
and then on third-and-long
Linsey fired a bomb right into
the hand of Mowery for tM

See complete coverage of women's playoff
in next Tuesday's issue
The winners were almost
forced to forfeit the game
because of injuries, but the
team decided to stick it out.
On their second possession,
the Negative Mothers scored
quickly when running back
John Crooks took a handoff
from
quarterback
Mike
Johnson. Crooks pitched the
ball back to Johnson, who

IN THE GAME of the week,
B League rivals the Negative
Mothers and the Outlaws

generate any ground offense
and attempted to go to the air.
Quarterback Mike Lindsey
fired a- pass that was intercepted by Tom Rossberg,
who scrambled into the endzone untouched
for the
Negitive Mothers' second
score. The team lead, 12-0.
However, the Outlaws didn't
give
up.
Lindsey
kept

Outlaws' only score.

<$

WITH
UNDER
FIVE
minutes left, the Negitive
Mother had possession of the
ball but couldn't move.
The Outlaws then moved
inside the Negative Mothers'
20 yard line with less than a
minute left On the first down,
Lindsey's pass was blocked.

Lindsey then called a fleafucker for the second down
but Mowery caught a pass out
of the endzone. Defense player
Bob Hood downed Lindsey for
a big loss on third down and
then the Outlaws fell short on
the fourth down. The clock ran
out
out.
The.win upped the Negitive
Mothers' record to 4-0, while
the Outlaws dropped to 3-1 and
.fourth in the Breeze poll.
The Schlogs (2-1) stay in
fifth, with the C-League
Tallywackers jumping from
eighth last week to sixth
place. The Wackers (34)
hammered the Sekuds, 254,
and White Lightning, 434.
TKE is in the seventh
position, while Shorts continued to move up. This week,
Shorts (2-1) moves into eighth.
Rounding out the Top Ten
are SK"S and the Underdogs.
SK"S topped the formerly
ranked Head Hunters. 184, in
D-League play. The Underdogs topped CCM, 134.

it Dukes
taking a nine-point lead, 36-27. Again the
Monarchs got their running game in full
gear with four players scoring.
Campanelli stopped the ODU offense the
only way he could by calling time. From
that point, JMU slowly got back into the
game by again using the spread offense.
spread offense.
JMU pulled within three points, 36-33.
with 10 minutes left. Stielper took control
of the inside scoring on four hooks and a
jumper.
But ODU's inside power started to
wear down the Dukes' other inside
players. Center Dan Ruland picked up four
quick fouls and forward Tyrone Shoulders
was hampered with three.
The Monarchs forced JMU into four
turnovers and several missed shots during
the final five minutes and once again ODU
took charge.

(Continued frori&Page 10)
early into the game. Valentine hit a layup
and tipped in an outside jumper to spark
ODU's rally.
However, the 6'7" senior forward never
fully recovered from his opening slump
and scored a career-low 10 points and fell
two points short of getting his 2,000
collegiate points.
*
Another factor was the incredible noise
the crowd produced during the flurry. At
one point, Campanelli was granted a
timeout, but most of the players couldn't
hear the referees' whistles and played for
10 seconds after the clock had stopped.
"THAT CROWD REALLY picked them
up," said Campanelli. "They were so loud
we just couldn't hear. The noise really got
them going."
Guard Jeff Inman finally broke the ice
for JMU with a 10-foot jumper after the
Monarchs took a 18-17 margin sue minutes
later.
f
'
The teams traded baskets until
sophomore forward Tommy Branch hit an
eight-foot jumper that bounced twice
before eventually trickling through the
rim to give ODU a 28-25 halftime lead.
ODU came out in the second half quickly

wmwm

I
I

Branch topped the Monarchs' scorers
with 12 points, while McAdoo was credited
with 11 rebounds, but had at least that
many tips that weren't counted. No other
Duke scored in double figures.
JMU hit a respectable 47.6 percent from
the field, while limiting the Monarchs to
just 34 percent However, ODU had 22
more attempts at the basket.

An "ALL YOU CAN EAT
brunch with all the trimmin*s !
for • plessant and satisfying Sunday, coma to our BRUNCHI You'll M>
mlCSKiP 1***nF*Ut vtri#t'r of toprinM) bacon A aggs. COUrfTRY RAM, craamed chippad beef, southern Mad chickan, shrimp crook,
roast steam ship round of boof, bsked apples and a lot moral Haip
yourself to our doasart and sundae bar. It's raally the boat brunch in town
and with our special prices for children
snd senior citiraas, it's tlso
the best deal la tawn!

^^/T

Photo fey Charles A. Faite
FRESHMAN GUARD Charles Fisher runs JMU'i spread offense
against Old Dominion Tuesday night The Dukes lost a hardfought game, 52-44 to the Monarch*. The Dukes will have another
chance next Saturday when ODU come to Godwin Hall for a rematch.
-*'
>

Imported Car & Truck Parts
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ADULTS
$4.95
Sunday
0 to 2 PM.

•few* !

located in theWtMFR HOUSE (croc thi b< >dgi from the parkin* dock)
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Your Import Parts
<a

Headquarters in
The Valley
Time To Get Your Sports or I mported Car In Shape
For The Fan Months Ahead. We Have Owner's
Manuals For Over 100 Makes - $8.95. We Have A
Large Number Of Hard To-Get Parts In Stock For
VW, Fiat. Datsun, Brit. Ley land, Toyota, Saab.
Volvo, Honda, and Others....
Call & See If We Have What You Need!!!
always a discount to students
, ,JrVatenriapA.Chipago...,433-»H,- .
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Classifieds

By Scott Worner

Madisonman
THAT'S NOT
H/HAT I'M
UOOKIMO

.

For Sale

AT-

LEARN TO FLY!: Flight
instruction is being offered for
private, commercial and
instilment rating. Ground
instruction for the private
pilot course begins this week.
For more information contact
Greg Spann at 434-3727 or P.O.
Box2931.
MEN! WOMEN!: Jobs on
ships! American. Foreign. No
experience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or career. Send
|3.00
for
information.
SEAFAX, Dept K-2, Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington
96362.
STEREO EQUIPMENT:
Discount on over 40 brands.
Full warranty and free set-up
service. Call Bob 4496.

By Andy Black

Ermine
OH COVAE ON MARCUS, X
HEY CRA4'^ VUVE You WEARO
ABOUT THi5 RELATIONSHIP KNOW A BETTfeft W\Y TMAT
GAME FOR GtTTJNfj DATES?

TYPING 8ERV1CE: Over 10
years experience; dissertations, theses, etc. 80 cents
Sr page, you furnish paper.
11 Mrs. Price, 879-0935.
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING SERVICES:
Typing and editing of term
papers, theses, and other
reports. Free pick-up and
delivery. Telephone 828-3357.

Lost

Our Hero

By Matt Wagner

'j£

BSEfflE S35E rtAWTCuPHisMOSEAWb

SPITTINQ THEM
SV.fH£ UftV, V DIDAJT lou
UWO U)A6THAI) KNOW? THAT
1
-/UMSCHAMAIM
i

LOST: Silver ID bracelet in
December.
Front-Karen,
Back-Love Jerry 1978. Extreme sentimental value!
Reward! Call Karen-4861.

AT

MER? MAM THAT 16 GROSS.'.'
L/NE.6 Ttf1i>
r
FlfcAJD A1U6T
BE 6T0F>PEDJ

UOTTA
BABE!

Personals
KELWEE: Sorry about your
birthday personal. Happy
Birthday anyway. Just want
you to know that you're the
one and always will be! Love
Always, KIDDO
WIZARD: Just what is the
Council wondering about me
for? Can't make it to the party
but you know where I'll be,
AND you ARE invited. Oh
well, there's always Saturday
night. Don't get mad at me
gease; Sorry I'm so stubborn.
UESS WHO

LONG-TIME: READER'S WILL RE« .
CWAfcMAlN A6 THE RAM60M 0£rWMonb By 'vn.A.D.^£AiTlsr'f

By Tom Arvis

Roommates
^rtJkl/TAlTflA
rT T7.1C/
JUS / coNteN'

BETTER toim ^y X
IS/JUT:

FOR

SURe WT\J HOtJ,

'youR. TESTS/

TO WRITER OF "ABORTION, A PERSONAL VIEW":
Your article hit home! Is
there anyway we could meet
to talk? Please write back.
HELP!
BE, LOOKING: Mondloch Incoming! and with him, a new
day
for
the
SGA.
TO WHOEVER FOUND MY
CLASS RING: I'm really
interested in finding who and
where it was found. I'm
deeply grateful that it was
returned. Please call 5472.
Marilyn
Reynolds.
NETTERS: How bout ya?!
It's been a fantastic semester
and it has only started. Just
remember: "You ought to be
bavin' fun." P.S. can7!wait till
the Thorn. Love, HAGRO

TO
THE
ERLOGOGY
PROFESSORS: Wood and
Tubes; Debris and Brew.
What a combination. We are
changing our majors! S k V.
GUESS WHO: You are wrong,
you COULD make it to the
party and there isn't always
Saturday night either! But
we'll see. I never got and
answer to my question about
the "idea". Remember the
first law of physics never
assume the obvious, only you
know the answer.I can only
assume. WIZARD.

LITTLE WITCH AND UG:
Happy Birthday! S.J., Aunt B,
and J.T.
T: Your gift from me...A night
out with your favorite SEA
CREATURE.
J.T.
HEY MAN. TO THE
DOMINATE GIANT: Heard
you went to high school for a
taste of peach melba. Oh well,
forget your friends, as we're
looking for a little thaw from
the cold spell. Affectionately,
BAKE-ING N IN THE
ROUND

TO OUR "MAN"
MOONHOLE: Your every
wish is our command. Your
"subservient" females.

OLD MAN: I'm beginningto
understand. LITTLE GIRL

HEY MIKE WHEELER! Call
Patty at 4411.
SOAP SUDS: Too bad we
didn't break out the DP. & B.
or G.S.C. Sunday night!
Friday's extravaganza should
be excellent. I hope that we
don't have to "Cut the Cake."
Maybe "Our Team" will
prevail this weekend! ?! SLAP
HAPPY

SICK GIRL: Get well
soon... Anniversary
coming
up. Too cold now but almost
Lakeside Lust season. Hold
Robbins tight till then. Sick
boy loves you...loft?! PRH
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University Program Board
—— Presents:
The Godfather

The tton/ ('/ a woman with the courage to risk c<
for what she believes is right. ■ -
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Friday & Saturday
Feb. 1&2
730 & 10:00
G/S Theatre
Feb. 5&6
730 pm ONLY
G/S Theatre

Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee
appearing in:

"Inside / Out"
Sunday Feb. 3
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Mother's Finest
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20/20 hindsight:
a monthly review
Around campus
• In an unusual show of outspoken criticism of a university
policy, 57 members of the James Madison University faculty
petitioned against the First Annual Miss JMU Pageant earlier
Sis month. The petition stated that the pageant "undermines the
values important to an academic community.' and that
university support of the pageant was innappropriate.
The concerted faculty effort should be applauded, since it was a
major step in the right direction of getting more faculty input into
administrative policies. The professors at JMU probably have
some valuable opinions and insights into administrative policies,
since it is often the faculty who must implement the policies on a
daily basis.
If the administration still doesn't want to ask for their input,
then the faculty should give its opinions anyway. Hopefully the
petition was a precedent-setting action.
•In another case of criticism, the Black Student Alliance went
before the University Program Board this month and asked for a
minority programming committee.
In theory the request sounds great-to let minorities hear and
see the types of bands and movies that appeal especially to them.
But in reality, the proposal may be impossible.
One problem is thai there are more "minority tastes on
campus than just the blacks-there are the punks, the heavy
metals, the mellow rocks, and so on. It's unpleasant to hear, but
you just can't please all the people all the time—but you do have
to please enough people so that you don't go bankrupt And this is
probably the realistic philosophy behind current UPB
programming.
• Both criticism and compliment are due die Student Government Association this month On the negative side, the SGA is still
claiming that its Christmas dance was a success. Come on, who
are they trying to kid? At least $500 was lost and only 25 tickets
sold. Perhaps Noah Webster had better change his definition of
8UCCC68

On the positive side, the running of the used book sale was more
efficient that last semester. It was much easier to fill out the new
contracts listing all the books a student was trying to sell, rather
than filling out three filing cards for each book.
• Duke III has arrived. The JMU community welcomed its new
58-pound, seven-month-old, $500-mascot this month. Hopefully the
dog will bring the Dukes some luck.

Around the nation
- • Campaign '80 really got underway this month with the Iowa
deflates" and "caucuses. The two front-runner* emerging were
President Carter for the Democrats and George Bush for the
Republicans.
Ted Kennedy is keeping quiet so as to avoid any more
misstatements, and Ronald Reagan is not saying anything
perhaps because he does't know anything. Rumor is circulating
that Reagan's career now lies with the silent movie industry.
• Super Bowl XIV: The Pittsburgh Steelers won it Surprise,
surprise.

Students should keep informed
By KEVIN CROWLEY
Since late November it has
been a thought in the back of
my mind, and now it may
become a reality.
Ever since the Iranian
student takeover of the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran, a serious
threat of some type of military
conflict seemed imminent ■
Following the Soviet power
move in Afghanistan, a fullfledged confrontation with
guns, bullets and the whole
works, seemed suddenly too
close to be possible.
Still, until the night of
Wednesday, Jan.23 that story
was just a news clip from
across the sea.
With
President Carter's proposal to
reinitiate
the
draft
registration, we men and
women of college age may
soon face the non-choice
voluntering for military duty.
Unlike the rebellious cry of
the '6fc» <fam Je had no
business
in
Vietnam,"
presently the tolerance of
even the most peace-loving
American is being stretched
to the breaking point.
My aim is not to propose a
solution to these crises. And
I'm not going to advocate war
by .voting for Ronald Reagan
either.

Three months ago my
greatest worry was meeting
my rent bill on time and still
having enough money left to
go to the Elbow Room Wednesday night.
Suddenly I don't even have
to worry about finding a job
after college; it seems the
government might have a
Ksition opening up in the
iddle East It pays well, the
meals are at least regular,
and the only occupational
hazard is dodging an occasional bullet.

I was worried
about the rent,• •
My dramatization of the
situation may seem a bit
premature, but I know too
many people who won't truly
understand the delicacy of the
situation now, until they're on
the boat with .heir-new M li'i
The recent Iowa caucus,
despite the media hype, did
show an increase in voter
participation.
People are
concerned.
I believe the
upcoming primaries will bear
this out but I hope that the
greatest increase in participation will come from the
18 to 25-year-old voting bloc.

Our
generation's
involvement in any military
development will be direct
and immediate, and our
government's reliance on that
involvement is expected.
More than at any other time
our collective voice is
strongest. Whether we agree
or disagree, comply or reject
our governments decisions
depends on our knowledge of
the situation.
If we hope to avoid being
used unwittingly, we must
first become aware.
If we hope to stand up in
protest or march forward as
a unit of soldiers we are
fighting or protesting.
Every situation is seen from
two or more perspectives,
influenced by past experience
and opinion, and undoubtly
the versions of the Iranian and
Afghanistan crisis will vary
between governmental
. reports and media broadcasts.
It is the responsibility of
every student every draft-age
individual, to sift through the
mass of information, keep
abreast of any and all
developments, and ultimately
decide his or her own future,
instead of having that decision
thrust upon all of us.

Around the world
•The world was faced with another crisis this month as the
Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan. And, despite an overwhelming
world condemnation through the United Nations General
Assemby and economic sanctions imposed by the U S , it appears
that the Soviets are making no move to withdraw their troops.
The question now is whether to fight over Afghanistan, or give it
up as lost and concentrate on not allowing a similar situation to
occur later. At this point, the latter course looks like the safest
and moat practical route.

■M-

• In Iran, the revolutionary government of Ayatollah Khomeini
held its first elections for a new president recently. The new
president, however, can be dismissed at any time by Khomeini.
The ayatollah also has more power over the law and military than
the new chief executive—so Khomeini is still the man the world
must contend with. •
.....
Hopefully, the new president will be able to convince Khomeini
to release the 50 American hostages that have been held captive
since early November.
• If someone's word is as good as gold- buy it-it's a rare
commodity on the world market right now.
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A lesson in journalistic writing
To the editor:
I am writing mainly with
the purpose of expressing my
commendation of your fine
paper, in particular the high
quality of its journalistic
style. Hoewever, I have observed with some surprise
that you and your staff seldom
follow the practice, so rapidly
gaining ground and so
strongly encouraged by us of
the English Department
Faculty,
of
eliminating
cumbersome
prepositions,
dependent clauses, and other
modifiers, and reducing all
discourse to an uninterrupted
series of simple nouns.
With the thought that every
good journalist is constantly
on the lookout for ways to pare
dowrifiis material—to cut out
the fat, as I believe the expression goes—I venture to
call your a mention to a set of
terms of which, although you
may have heard them, yet you
may not be aware of the
origin. My hope is that the
following demonstration of
how a complex matter has
been condensed into a very
few words may be helpful to
you and your staff, in bringing
your writing style to an even
higher degree of polish than it
exhibits at the present time.
A phenomenon frequently to
be observed in any desert is a
battle between the desert
beetle, or coleoptera arida.

and the desert tweedle, or
criquetia
arida.
These
creatures are natural competitors, being of about the
same size, eating the same
food, and sharing the further
peculiarity, rare in nonhuman life forms, of fighting
with
weapons—sometimes
with the thorns of rosacia
arida,
or desert rose,
sometimes with small pebbles, which serve them as
projectiles; but for the most
part, the belligerents beat
each other with bits of the
bark of aspidosperma excelsa, or paddlewood tree.
The principal survival
problem for both the beetle
and the tweedle, as for other
desert creatures, is to
maintain a level of internal
humidity high enough to
sustain life. Thus, campers
- and picnickers in the desert
may easily observe (although
perhaps they seldom do observe, since the belligerents
are so small) a tweedle bettle
paddle battle going on in the
bottom of a used coffee cup or
wine glass. The tiny warriors
seem to be particularly attracted to the dregs of bottle
liquids, in fact, it may be
asserted without fear of
contradiction that the most
common form of tweedle
bettle paddle battle is the
tweedle beetle bottle paddle
battle.

A male view of abortion
To the editor:
My hands are trembling.
My heart is pounding. My
mind is whirling in circles.
These are reoccurences of a
Sst event which I will never
•get.
The Breeze recently has
brought out this most controversial
of
subjects:
Abortion. Right or wrong, it is
debatable. However, that is
not the purpose of this letter,
the recent letters to The
Breeze- have been from
women who have gone
through that most traumatic
period. Not one, until now, has
been from a person who only
can complete that most
sacred of unions. I am a man
who has shared in the anguish
of destroying a life. I am only
one of a silent majority of men
who has cried himself to sleep.
I wonder often if that part of
my life, taken from the womb,
would have made a significant
contribution to the world.
~At-age 22r my life was
looking secure for the first
time.
I had been in and out of
"love" more times than I have
fingers. But it was a first
semester freshman who truly
opened my heart to what
'love' really meant.
Time zoomed by. The
relationship
became
increasingly serious. Until one
day, after weeks of trumoil,
she came to me to tell me that
I was a father. The news
didn't really set in as I dried
her tears. Only after I walked
her home did I begin to understand the ramifications of
what I had done.
We had to make the most
important decision of our
1 i veStuttlm/tmaHmaakmtiammmm

During the next weeks
before vacation, her tears
were my tears, her broken
heart was mine, her gutwrenching anguish was only
exceeded by mine. We
discussed, grieved, and wept
over what we should do.
Finally, but knowing all along
the only sane decision.
Abortion.
As much as the following
can be said of her: I can feel,
too. I was the first born (a
special bond between parent
and child), I couldn't tell them
about their first grandchild. I
was ashamed and disappointed. Think how they would
feel. But something is much
more important here . . .
abortion is wrong in the eyes
of any God. That is something
to be lived with for a long
time.
I speak for myself and a
silent majority of men when I
say . .
whatever the
emotional anguish the woman
HiduTffl; so does the man"
Name withheld upon request.

Editorials
Unsolicited editorials can
be found under the
Guestspot logo, and letters
to the editor come under
Reader's Forum. All other
editorials and columns on
these pages that carry a
by-line represent the
opinion of an individual
Breeze staff member and
not necessarily the opinion
of the Breeze. Editorials
representing the opinion of
the Breeze do not carry a
byline

So far we have been
discussing
everyday
occurrences, which anyone who
lives in or near a desert may
see for himself. But recent
history has produced some
refinements: since World War
II, the Foreign Leagion have
bred a variety of poodle for
desert rescue work. These
dogs are sent on their
missions with bottles of water
fastened about their necks;
the rescued traveler, having
slaked his thirst, usually casts
the bottle in the sand and
takes a brief nap before
allowing the dog to lead him
back to the post. The most
widely used of these dogs is a
strain developed for the
Ethiopian Theater, called the
Noodle Poodle, that subsists
on no other food than pasta.
This accounts for the reports
that have appeared so
frequently in the foreign press
of late, of weary travelers who
have been lost in the desert
awakening to the heartening
spectacle of a tweedle beetle
Noodle Poodle bootle puddle
paddle battle.
Patricia D. Anderson

Constructionism

By CHRIS KOUBA
Three-year-old Chad Green died of leukemia on Oct. 17. He died
in Mexico because it is illegal to receive laetrile treatment in the
United States. Chad's parents now face charges in Massachusetts
for taking him out of the country for the illegal treatment.
California Gov. Jerry Brown has offered the parents sanctuary
from the Massachusetts authorities if they wish to live in his
state. Brown's stand on the issue is not surprising, as many
people believe in the parents' right to their children's medical
care; but his offer of immunity is unusual in that it is in direct
opposition to the United States Constitution. Article IV, section 2
states that "...a person charged in any state, who shall flee from
lustice, and be found in another state, shall be delivered on
demand to the state of the crime." This principal is commonly
known as extradition, and Brown has publicly announced that he
"would not interfere with their right to be in California or even
sign a governor's extradition paper."
This cofisutuuon-aetying aci qualifies Gov. Brown as a nonconstructionist. This term is best explained by comparison with
the terms strict and loose constmctionists.
A strict constructionist is one who interprets the constitution
literally—much as a fundamentalist who interprets the Bible to
the letter. A loose constructionist, however, uses what the constitution allows to achieve something that it doesn't.
i
Teddy Roosevelt was a loose constructionist when Congress
wouldn't give money to send the navy on a world tour. He used the
limited funds that had been appropriated and his authority as
Commander-in-Chief to send the Navy to Japan. If Congress
wanted the Navy back, they would have to allow the military
more money. While Roosevelt didn't disobey the Constitution, he
wasn't quite honest in his action.
Since Gov. Brown disregards the constitution in his offer of
sanctuary to the Greens he may be termed a non-constructionist
This quality is not as significant in a governor as it is in the
president or a supreme court justice, but Brown has declared
himself a presidential candidate. Although his present campaign
is obscured by the Carter-Kennedy battle, he will probably be
politically active for many years to come. In the year 2000 he will
still be younger than Ronald Reagan is today.

Guestspot

' In defense of the unborn child
By SCOTT BRESLIN
My purpose in writing this letter is not to
rub salt in the emotional wounds of women
who have had abortions. I'd like to express
my opinion and expose the seriousness of an
issue which involves my emotions and my
sense of justice.
I feel sympathy and compassion for the
women who have become aborted mothers,
but even more so for the aborted humans
who have been denied the right to live. Many
Will defend the right of a mother to do what
she pleases with her own body—to reach her
potential and lead a fulfilled and meaningful
life, to achieve her highest hopes against all
barriers and obstacles. After all, isn't that
the American dream?

layer of skin is burned off by the high concentration of salt It takes about an hour to
kill the baby by this slow method. The
mother usually goes into labor about a day
later and delivers a dead, shriveled baby."
Who should I mourn for, the mental
sufferings of the mother, or the death of an
"unwanted" baby?
The United States Supreme Court
"legalised" abortion on Jaa 22,1973. Over
one million unborn children die each year
through abortions. More babies have been
killed through abortions in the United Suites
than Jews killed at the hands of Nazi Germany. We must take this matter seriously.
Should we put them out of their misery, as
some conclude, after all, they'll be happier
in heaven than they would be here on earth
'Abortion is not a feminist this type ofc thinking > both illogical and
unethical.
Does a woman have the right to decide
issue any more than slavery that
an unborn child should be extinguished
on the basis of her personal standards of
was a slave owners issue' worth and value? Does a pregnant woman
have the right to execute the death sentence
Few will defend the unborn child and his
on an unwanted child? Apparently the U.S.
right to the same dream. Hisjutential and
Supreme Court thinks so, but once they also
importance is overshadowedand superencouraged slavery. Abortion is not a
ceded by his mother-to-be. Few will defend
religious issue. Abortion is not a feminist
his future, his potential, his basic right to
issue any more than slavery was a slave
life. No, he is considered little more than a
owners issue. It is a human issue: the right
glob of protoplasm, even though at 21 days
of an unborn child to be given a chance to
the first irregular beats occur in his
experience life on the outside. __
- __
--developing hearty; and by tiie-tiiirteenttr"
Perhaps an orphan will write in and tell us
week the finger prints on his hands have
how thankful she is that she wasn't aborted.
formed. I'd like to defend the rights of the
Perhaps an abused child will testify that life
unborn.
is worth it in spite of the hardships. And
From the article "Abortion: A Personal
maybe a retarded or deformed child will
View," appearing in The Breeze Jan. 29, I
smile and be glad that he is not an abortion
deduced that the woman must have had a
statistic.
saline abortion, which is the most common
Yes, I think to abort a child is wrong.
abortion technique in the United States. Dr.
There is a shortage of babies available for
C. Everet Koop, Surgeon-in-Chief of
adoption, and nine months of pregnancy is a
Children's Hospital in Philadelphia,
small price to pay, considering the alter- "
described the technique as follows:
native. I do not mean to condemn the
"This method is usually carried out after
mothers of aborted children, but to speak up
sixteen weeks of pregnancy, when enough
for the six million plus humans who will
amniotic fluid has accumulated in the sac
-never get the opportunity to make thektt^
around the baby. A long needle is inserted
contribution to society.
^^
through'the mother's abdomen directly into
the sac, and a solution of concentrated salt
. P.S. Some of the factual information
is injected into the amniotic fluid. The salt
referred to in this letter was taken from the
solution is absorbed both through the lung
book Whatever Happened to the Human
and gastrointestinal tract; producing
Race by Francis A. Schaeffer and C. Everet
changes in the osmotic pressure. The outer
Koop, 1979, Fleming H. Revell Company.
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Iron grills prevent intrusions, NEW RELEASES
but residents miss easy access
By JENNIFER YOUNG
Forty-six iron grills have
been installed on ground-level
windows of Wayland, Converse, and Logan halls, to
event intruders from eng windows and for other
-ity reasons, according to
Janet Wise, assistant director
of residence services.
A year ago, Logan and
Wayland halls were having
security problems from men
entering residents' rooms
through
the
lower-floor
windows. Wise said, so the
iron grills were installed.
The grills were put up at a
cost of$3,447.
A task force, comprised of
students, resident advisors,
head residents, and faculty
members, requested to have
the screens put in, according
to Sharon Walge, Wayland
Hall head resident The task
force works in coordination
with the campus police to keep
security problems under
control.
However; many residents
feel this security measure is
not necessary.
"The dorm looks like a
juvenile correctional center,", said Ruth Whitehead, a
Wayland Hall resident. "They
are treating us like children
and not adults."
Another resident Lynne
Perkins, said she had put in a
work order to get a window
screen fixed andfound an iron
Con the window instead,
grills later were removed
because maintenance' men
had installed them by
mistake.

RUSH
"PERMANENT WAVES"

■'i

The Clash
"LONDON CALLING"
••

•

The Steve Howe Album
4

"Good Music at
Great Prices11
Photo by J^nnif^r YOOHQ

IRON GRILLS were installed on 46 Bluestone derm windows, at
a cost of 13,447 to the university.
one complaint has been lodged
A grill was installed on a
about the grills.
Wayland
window
facing
One resident considered the
Hoffman
Hall,
although
grills to be a fire hazard, but
residents used this window as
according to Lin Rose,
an entrance and exit to their
director of residence halls and
rooms.
commuting student services,
"I thought the great part of
"There are various entrance
living in the Bluestone dorms
and
exit ways that meet aU
was the beauty of it—now it
fire standards."
looks institutionalized," said
Windows are not considered
Sande Snead.
fire escapes, Wise added. According to Walge, only
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